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Law Reform
This Issue of the Review focuses on law
reform, offering analysis of laws that
were recently passed as well as discussing
proposed laws that will have a considerable
impact on the rights of citizens in
Sri Lanka.
Ermiza Tegal offers a critical analysis of the
proposed Counter Terrorism Law that is
based on an internationalized discourse on
security and anti-terror, and warns of broad
implications for liberty, human rights and the
rule of law in Sri Lanka. Tegal rightly points
out that the broader question of governance
and the way we deal with the subject of ‘counter
terrorism’ is intrinsically linked and has bearing
on the current debates on constitutional reform
and transitional justice.
Anushka Wijesinha offers an analysis of
the new Inland Revenue Act discussing the
need for a new law that will contribute to
strengthening Sri Lanka’s fiscal position. As
Wijesinha points out, greater availability of
financial resources to the State will in turn
strengthen the capacity of the state to deliver
services to the broader population, and address
emerging social spending gaps.
Focusing on the Right to Information Act
passed in 2016, Janith Nilantha of Transparency
International Sri Lanka (TISL) reflects on
what this Act means for good governance and
accountability for Sri Lanka, as well as greater
engagement of the citizen in governance. The
analysis reminds us that the State fulfills its
duty in terms of accountability by ensuring the
right to information for all citizens, and that
citizens have every right to question the actions
of the State.
1

E D I TO R I A L

This Issue also includes a review of the
film Frangipani/Sayapethi Kusuma (2014).
Shermal Wijewardene offers a critique of
this film, described as the ‘first overtly queer
film from Sri Lanka’. Wijewardene examines
several ‘queer’ aspects of the film, highlighting
in her article that the ‘overtly queer’ cachet
that focuses solely on the gay relationship
reduces the overall import of what the film has
to say about gender and sexuality, for example
the role of the ‘straight’ woman in producing
those ‘queer meanings’.
Additionally, this Issue carries brief reflections
by colleagues, collaborators and friends
remembering Vijay Nagaraj's life and work.
In August 2017 LST bid farewell to Vijay, a
dear friend and colleague. The outpouring of
love and loss from those within Sri Lanka and
beyond was testament to the love, dedication
and excellence that Vijay practiced in his work,
which was always close to his heart. As editors
of the Review, we miss his valuable insight into
the many issues and subjects that captured his
attention.
Reflecting on Vijay’s work with communities,
Sarala Emmanuel talks of the many
conversations shared with Vijay, especially in
terms of ‘building politicized mass movements
that form the backbone of lobbying for national
policy and laws’. She reflects on how his access
to global knowledge networks influenced the
creation and support of ‘barefoot feminist
economists’ that linked labour rights, land
rights, caste struggles and women’s movements;
and how Vijay worked tirelessly to support
local communities to push for people’s rights
in the proposed constitution. Continuing the
conversation about Vijay, Ponni Arasu speaks
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of how Vijay’s work falls on a continuum across
national boundaries, characterized by an ethos
of social justice that fundamentally argues with,
challenges, cautiously works with, and is acutely
aware of people’s relationship to the state and the
nation. Reflecting on Vijay’s relationship with
law, Andi Schubert and Vagisha Gunasekera
reflect on how Vijay sought to unsettle the
disciplinary impulses of the law through an
affective practice that centres and is informed by,
critique, dialogue, and learning. Linking their
reflections to the theme of this Issue, Schubert
and Gunasekera speak of how law reform
captured Vijay’s attention with his belief that
law and law reform is inevitably limited unless
it centres rather than marginalizes the needs of
the least powerful members of our societies.
This belief of Vijay’s is one that is reflected in
the work of the Law & Society Trust. It also
emerges as one of the predominant themes
of this Issue of the Review. Sri Lanka is in the
midst of a series of legal reform initiatives,
including, most importantly, the ongoing
Constitutional reform process. As the analysis
offered in this Issue’s articles on law reform
(examples of some of the more significant
initiatives) reflect, a common theme in
terms of concerns relating to these reforms is
their impact on the rights of the individual,
particularly, the most vulnerable members
of society. This concern is most certainly
not unique to the legal reforms discussed
here, or indeed, even to Sri Lanka. It is of no
less importance, however, and particularly
with Sri Lanka’s current engagement in its
Constitutional Reform process one that
lawmakers, civil society, advocacy groups and
citizens would do well to bear in mind.
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Sri Lanka’s New Inland Revenue Act:
First Steps in the Right Direction?
ANUSHKA S. WIJESINHA

Exploring a critical public policy issue, Anushka
Wijesinha explores the need for the new Inland
Revenue Act in strengthening Sri Lanka’s
fiscal position.

1. Introduction
Sri Lanka has one of the lowest tax revenue-toGDP ratios in the world, and for decades now
the country has been collecting proportionately
less tax revenue compared to the expansion in
economic activity and its peer economies. The
country’s tax revenue-to-GDP ratio, which was
24 per cent in 1978, declined to 14.5 per cent
in 2000 and reached 12.4 per cent in 2016.1
One of the consequences of this trend has been
the constraints on new budgetary allocations
for social sectors –health and education
modernization for instance. Meanwhile, one
of the main contributors to this trend has been
the limited increase in direct tax collection; a
problem which the new income tax act passed
in Parliament in September 2017 aims to
resolve.
Figure 1: Trend in Sri Lanka’s Tax-to-GDP
Ratio Compared to Peers
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SRI LANKA'S NEW INLAND REVENUE ACT

2. Tax Collection in the Past
In the first couple of decades after
independence, the Ceylonese exchequer was
faring exceptionally well on tax collection
(Moore 2017). The vibrant plantation crop
sector contributed greatly to raising tax revenue
at that time, and this helped to fund the mass
provision of health, education, and subsidized
food. The high tax revenue at the time helped
finance a large welfare state, and helped attain
the favourable human development indicators
the country has enjoyed over the past half
century. Yet, with two waves of economic
liberalization (first in 1977 and then in 1990)
and the lack of reform of tax policy and
tax administration in line with a changing
economy, tax revenue as a proportion of GDP
steadily declined. Now, Sri Lanka is an outlier
in its low ‘tax take’ among middle-income
peers, where the average is above 18 per cent.
A mix of tax policy decisions during this
period led to this decline, including generous
concessions given to specific groups of income
earners; ad hoc and poorly targeted corporate
income tax holidays; a plethora of border taxes
that hurt overall trade volumes; and complex
lists of exemptions to indirect taxes like VAT
and Excise duty. This was also accompanied by
a steady inflow of ‘easy money’ from bilateral
and multilateral aid donors, which meant that
less attention was paid to domestic revenue
mobilization. The first wave of easy funding was
after Sri Lanka’s liberalisation of the economy
in 1977. Consequent to a deteriorating
security situation and political instability, the
international donor community substantially
limited Overseas Development Aid (ODA)
to Sri Lanka throughout the 1990s. Donor
aid surged following the ceasefire between
the Government and LTTE in 2002 and
again following the Indian Ocean tsunami in
4

December 2004. The combined effect of these
was that ODA to Sri Lanka rose from US$
330 million (2 per cent of GDP) in 1999 to
$1.33 billion (5 per cent of GDP) in 2005 –
reaching the highest level of aid to the country.4
Following the end of the war, financing flowed
steadily from bilateral sources like China.
Post-war reconstruction and connective
infrastructure expenditure were met by these
generous donor funds, easing the pressure on
public funds – and on tax collection. With
Sri Lanka’s graduation to middle income status,
this inflow of aid financing has dried up, and
Sri Lanka must rely on domestic revenue or
foreign commercial borrowing. The latter
cannot be avoided, but should not be the
dominant strategy. The more sustainable path
is to grow domestic revenues through a robust,
progressive, and contemporary tax system,
that minimizes exemptions, closes loopholes,
ensures progressivity, and tightens collection.

3. Context of the New Act
The context in which the new Inland Revenue
Bill was drafted is worth exploring. An
International Monetary Fund (IMF) Extended
Fund Facility (EFF) underpins Sri Lanka’s
current fiscal and monetary policies, and it
places heavy emphasis on revenue-based fiscal
consolidation. This essentially means that the
fiscal consolidation path is to be achieved by
generating greater revenue, rather than spending
rationalization. With substantial leakages of
government revenue through loss-making StateOwned Enterprises, the greater onus on revenue
– rather than spending – to strengthen state
finances can be questioned. At a time of tepid
economic growth, multiple shocks on account
of droughts and floods, and weak external
markets, following such a strategy may be risky
in the absence of growth-promoting initiatives.
| Vol 28 | Issue 344 | Dec. 2017
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Nevertheless, this programme should not be
abandoned and cannot be derailed - it can have
severe consequences for our sovereign rating and
in turn, the cost of refinancing our external debt
obligations. Nearly 50 per cent of the country’s
public debt stock is external, and Sri Lanka has
approximately US$ 4 Bn in sovereign debt falling
due in 2019. Possessing a strong fiscal position
and sovereign rating would be key to rolling over
much of this debt successfully. Following the
passage of the Bill in Parliament in September,
Moody’s – an international ratings agency –
hailed the achievement and noted that, “The
reforms of the Inland Revenue Act offer prospects
of higher revenues. The implementation of revenue
reforms that foster long-term fiscal consolidation
will be critical to shoring up Sri Lanka’s credit
profile” (Daily Mirror, 12 September 2017).

3.1 Genesis of the New Act
The complete overhaul of Sri Lanka’s income
tax legislation was a key element contained
in the IMF’s Extended Fund Facility (EFF)
arrangement with Sri Lanka, and both the
IMF and Government of Sri Lanka signed on
to it. In its first review of the EFF in November
2016, the IMF observed that, “The new Inland
Revenue Act scheduled for early next year
should result in a more efficient, transparent,
and broad-based tax system” (IMF 2016). The
IMF argued that, “Under the new IRA, the
government should: broaden the tax base by
removing excess tax incentives and expanding
the sources of income; modernize rules related to
cross- border transactions to address base erosion
and combat tax avoidance; reduce complexity
through an improved principles-based drafting
style; and strengthen and clarify existing powers
of the IRD to improve enforcement” (Ibid).
A draft Bill was presented to the Cabinet of
Ministers in early May 2017, but was not
LST REVIEW
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subsequently presented to Parliament. Largely
on account of the delay in presenting the new
IR Bill to Parliament (an agreed milestone
under the EFF programme), the IMF delayed
the release of the third tranche of US$168
million (out of the total US$1.5 Billion)5.
After many months of work, the new tax Bill
was published in the Government Gazette
on June 19th 2017. However, the process
thereafter was not linear and many discussions
ensued – both with taxpayers (private sector),
as well as with other stakeholder groups like
trade unions of the IRD.
In July 2017, ten petitioners (including
Parliamentary members of the Joint
Opposition) filed petitions in the Supreme
Court against the proposed Bill, citing
clauses in the draft – primarily relating to
implementation matters and certain powers
granted to the Commissioner General of Inland
Revenue - that they argued were in violation
of the Constitution. Following this challenge,
a three-member bench of the Supreme Court
heard the case and later determined that these
clauses were indeed inconsistent with the
Constitution, and these clauses may either
be passed by a special majority as per Article
84(2) of the Constitution or be amended. The
Government subsequently decided to make
the necessary amendments suggested in the
Supreme Court determination, and proceed
with the Bill.
In Parliament, the revised Bill with amendments
was due to be debated in Committee Stage,
and voted on, on August 25th 2017. However,
due to the large number of amendments (close
to 100) that needed to be incorporated, and
the requirement to have those translated into
Sinhala and Tamil prior to tabling the final
Bill in Parliament, the vote was postponed
5
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to September 7th. Finally, on September 7th
the first reading, Committee stage, and third
reading of the Bill was held. In the first reading,
100 votes were cast in favour and 41 against. In
the third and final reading, 90 votes were cast
for and 25 against. It was noteworthy that for
the ultimate vote on the important piece of
economic policy legislation, nearly one-third of
all legislators were absent from the House.
The new Act (Inland Revenue Act of 2017)
would replace the Inland Revenue Act of 2006,
and will be effective from April 1st 20186.

3.2 Key Features of the New Act
The new Act brings in some significant changes
to tax policy. Firstly, it brings in accelerated
depreciation allowances and investment relief as
the key tax incentive tool, rather than corporate
income tax holidays and concessionary tax rates.
This is an important shift. As highlighted in
Wijesinha et al. (2013), ‘blanket’ tax holidays
have been a drain on the exchequer and have
not proven to deliver the desired economic
outcomes. Targeted tax incentives for investment
can have a more pronounced effect on FDI
attraction and a smaller drain on revenues.
The Board of Investment (BOI) has been
regularly criticized for granting extensive tax
holidays and concessionary tax rates for long
periods as the primary way of attracting foreign
investors. Yet, annual FDI hovered between
US$ 500 Mn and US$ 1.5 Bn over the last two
decades. Moreover, much of these tax regimes
were granted as special schemes, outside the
scope of regular income tax provisions. IMF
studies have shown that as countries move to
middle income from low income status, fewer
and fewer of them apply incentives outside tax
laws (IMF 2015). For some time, the Treasury
had signaled that it is keen to stem the erosion
6

of revenue from the existing tax incentives
regime. Last year, the government suspended
granting of tax incentives under a controversial
‘Strategic Development Projects Act’, which
afforded substantial discretion to Ministers to
decide rates and durations of tax concessions.
A ‘Tax Expenditure Statement’ filed alongside
the Budget 2017 by the Finance Minister noted
that in 2017, LKR 71 Bn is projected to be
‘revenue foregone’ from corporate income tax
holidays and concessions (around 0.6 percent
of GDP)7.
Other key changes relate to changes in tax rates.
The tax rate on IT firms, previously enjoying
zero tax, was raised to 14 per cent, the taxation
of agricultural activities and exports raised from
12 to 14 per cent, and capital gains tax has been
re-introduced on most asset classes except for
listed shares (it was last in place prior to 2001,
after which the then UNF regime removed it
in 2002). Overall, the corporate income tax
structure has been streamlined. While tax
rates are currently levied at 10 per cent, 12 per
cent, 15 per cent, 20 per cent and 40 per cent,
under the new Act it will be just three – 14 per
cent, 28 per cent, and 40 per cent. On the PayAs-You-Earn (PAYE) tax, paid by all private
sector employees, the tax-free threshold has
been raised substantially from the current LKR
750,000 to LKR 1.2 Million.8 This means that
employees earning less than LKR 100,000 a
month would not be liable for tax.
Significantly, under the new Act, income tax is
applicable on the President’s emoluments for
the first time, and can be considered a clever
political move, to signal that all citizens must
pay tax. The need to widen the tax base, and
ensure more people pay direct tax, has become
a key challenge of contemporary tax policy in
the country today. Sri Lanka has a notoriously
low number of direct tax payers. In fact, the
| Vol 28 | Issue 344 | Dec. 2017
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previous Minister of Finance had reportedly
stated that the Inland Revenue Department has
tax files on only 694,000 taxpayers.
Other parts of the new Act relate to stronger
penalties and rules. For instance, a fine not
exceeding LKR 10 Million or imprisonment
up to two years, or both, would be enforced
on taxpayers who are convicted of tax evasion.
Furthermore, on transfer pricing (a tax
manipulation seen among companies operating
overseas), a Sri Lankan company violating
transfer pricing rules can be fined up to 2 per
cent of the total value of transactions between
related parties.
Meanwhile, contentious issues like the taxation
of statutory pension contributions were
removed from the final Bill due to heavy
opposition. Yet, a controversial provision that
allows the Minister of Finance to call for and
check any taxpayers’ file remained in the final
Bill.
One problematic area remains, relating to the
new tax structure faced by exporters. Under
the new Act, firms will only be eligible for the
lower 14 per cent tax rate if it earns more than
80 per cent of its revenue from exports (deemed
to be ‘predominantly engaging in exports’). If
so, the remaining 20 per cent of earnings would
also be eligible for tax at the concessionary 14
per cent rate. However, this threshold might
be problematic for those exporters who do not
meet the 80 per cent threshold. Often, firms are
part engaged in the domestic market and part
engaged in exports. Moreover, with a national
objective of increasing exports in general,
and across the board, it becomes important
to recognise all exporters when it comes to
tax treatment. For instance, a firm could be
making 60 per cent of its total revenue from
exports and equivalent to US$ 50 Million in
LST REVIEW
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export earnings; whereas another firm could
be making 80 per cent of its total revenue from
exports but equivalent to just US$ 5 Million in
earnings, and only the latter firm will qualify for
the concessionary tax rate, and the former will
not. If the policy objective of the government
is to boost export earnings overall, then what
should matter is how much export earnings are
being generated for the country. In such a case,
the provisions of the old Act were much more
sensible, where the export earnings component
was taxed at the concessionary rate (12 per cent
under the previous law), while the domestic
earnings was taxed at the regular rate, pro rata.

3.3 Consultative Process?
Given the scale and implications of the new
tax act, the need for a consultative process
seemed obvious. However, the initial period
of the formulation of the Bill provided little
space for consultation with key stakeholders,
particularly the private sector. Although the
drafting of the tax bill reportedly commenced
in late 2016, even by the first quarter of 2017
no formal mechanism had been established to
consult the private sector. Consultations with
the Ministry of Finance were ad hoc, infrequent,
and lacked structure. This was somewhat in
contrast to a parallel legislative reform process
under the same Ministry – the change of the
150 year-old Customs Ordinance to a modern
Customs Act – where industry consultative
Committees were appointed, industry views
were sought through open calls for submissions,
and drafts were circulated among stakeholders
for comment. While individuals and selected
stakeholders were consulted from time to time,
the Ministry of Finance was unable or unwilling
to institute a robust consultative mechanism to
elicit views from the spectrum of taxpayers likely
to be impacted by the provisions of the proposed
new Bill. Given the substantial change of this
7
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nature, a policy ‘white paper’ could have been
first published in order to create a discussion
around the basis for, and orientation of, the new
Bill. Although the IMF played a leading role
in the technical drafting of the framework for
the Bill, the IMF’s‘ client’ was the Government
of Sri Lanka and was therefore not obliged to
initiate any stakeholder consultations; that is the
responsibility of the Ministry of Finance.
However, following a change of leadership
at the Ministry of Finance, there was a visible
shift in approach. The new Minister and
State Minister began to consult with key
private sector stakeholders – like the Ceylon
Chamber of Commerce – more proactively
and openly. Progressively, key officials of the
Ministry of Finance tasked with preparing
the new law engaged cooperatively with the
private sector. Trade Chambers and business
associations were afforded opportunities to
provide inputs to shape elements of the Bill.
Because the reform effort was anchored to
clear objectives of reducing and removing
exemptions, streamlined rules, increasing
direct tax collection, and removing a plethora
of special tax schemes and concessions, and
because this was communicated to private
sector associations, that ensured the final Bill
was not shaped by narrow industry interests
alone. Industry groups understood that their
proposals would need to be anchored to
these national objectives, and aligned their
submissions accordingly.

4. ‘Proof of the Policy is in the
Administering’
Sri Lanka’s current tax administration is
complex and inefficient, and could become the
‘Achilles heel’ of the ongoing tax reform effort
to collect more direct tax. Much of the present
8

system relies heavily on self-reporting for direct
taxes, and anecdotal evidence suggests tax
evasion by professional service providers like
doctors, lawyers and tuition masters. A more
robust and sophisticated audit mechanism
needs to be introduced, and penalties for noncompliance need strengthening. Encouragingly,
though, the Inland Revenue Department
has launched a digitization effort known as
the ‘Revenue Administration Management
Information System’ or RAMIS, which enables
information sharing, integrates tax payer
information from 22 government institutions,
and enables online tax filing for the first time.
Sri Lanka currently ranks 158th on ‘paying
taxes’ according to the 2017 PWC World
Bank Paying Taxes Report. These rankings are
comparable to South Asian comparators (India
is 172nd and Pakistan is 156th), but below MIC
comparators Thailand and Malaysia (109th and
61st, respectively).
If Sri Lanka is to truly gain more from
direct taxation, tax administration and ease
of tax payment must become a priority. As
Wijesinha and Ekanayake (2017) reveal, an
overwhelming majority of firms surveyed in
the Western Province (96 per cent) agreed or
strongly agreed that the prevailing tax laws
and procedures to fulfill compliance are too
complex. According to respondents in this
survey, the process of tax compliance, from
initial registration with the IRD all the way
through to the filing of returns and making
payments is complex and long drawn. While
the new Income Tax law is not expected
to address all these administrative issues, a
parallel initiative by the IRD of automating
procedures (the Revenue Administration
Management Information System – or
‘RAMIS’) is expected to bring about a
substantial improvement in tax administration
and simplify tax payment.
| Vol 28 | Issue 344 | Dec. 2017
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Table 1: Paying Taxes – Compliance of
Corporate Income Tax
Country

No. of hours

No of payments

Sri Lanka

16

5

India

45

1

Thailand

160

2

Pakistan

40

5

Malaysia

26

2

Singapore

24

1

Bangladesh

144

5

Source: Pricewaterhouse Coopers9

5. Shifting the Tax Burden
Through this new Act, Sri Lanka has taken
important steps in the direction of tax reform.
Sri Lanka has lower-than-expected revenues
from taxes on income, profits, or capital (direct
taxes) and higher collections from international
trade and from goods and services (indirect
taxes) than its peers, both as a share of total
revenues and as a share of GDP (Figures 2
and 3). The new Act will focus on reforms to
corporate and personal income tax (known
collectively as direct taxes); a category that
had steadily become a smaller and smaller
part of annual tax revenue. By 2016, direct
taxes constituted just 17 per cent of total
revenue, while indirect taxes constitute 83 per
cent (Economic Intelligence Unit 2017). The
government’s stated goal is to bring this ratio
closer to 40:60. Dependency on indirect taxes
limits a country’s ability to expand the tax
base and has important implications for the
equity of the system and how the tax burden is
distributed among social groups.
The ‘tax burden’ of indirect taxes falls equally
on everybody, regardless of their income status.
LST REVIEW
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For example, the Value Added Tax (VAT) on
a grocery item at a super market. A poorer
household would pay the same rate of VAT on
that item as a richer household would, but as a
share of a poorer household’s income it would
be much higher than the richer household.
The same applies for motor vehicle imports,
or any other good or service that is liable
for indirect tax. Therefore, relying more and
more on indirect taxes (for example, Value
Added Tax - VAT, Nation Building Tax - NBT,
Port and Airport Levy - PAL, and Customs
Duty) is inherently regressive and inequitable.
Meanwhile, direct taxes are progressive in
nature and are inherently more equitable.
Higher income earners pay steadily higher
amounts of tax as a share of their earnings.
So a country that relies more on direct versus
indirect tax collection could be said to have a
more progressive tax system. Weak direct tax
collection – due to exemptions, tax holidays,
weak administration, etc. – is a hallmark of an
inequitable tax system that has not kept pace
with changes to the economy.
Figure 2: Composition of Tax Revenue in
Sri Lanka
Other Taxes

Income Tax

14%
Other
Custom
Levy
Import
Duty

19%

8%
9%
25%
25%

VAT or GST

Excise Tax

Source: Ministry of Finance and Planning
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Figure 3: Composition of Tax Revenue –
Sri Lanka vs. Peers
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6. Concluding Remarks
With steadily declining donor aid financing
and obvious risks of overreliance on external
debt financing, resources to finance Sri Lanka’s

development needs would increasingly have to
come from within. The capacity of the state to
deliver services to the broader population, and
address emerging social spending gaps, would
depend on greater and better availability of
financial resources to the state. In this context,
improving the state’s tax revenue becomes a
critical public policy issue. Within this, the
hitherto heavy reliance on indirect taxes to
generate over 80 per cent of tax revenue needs
to be reversed, in order to avoid adverse equity
implications. Direct taxation is now a key
priority. To that end, the enactment of a new
Inland Revenue Act is a significant policy reform
initiative of the incumbent government. Its
effective implementation would ensure that the
advertised gains of the new law – widening of
the direct tax base, reduction of exemptions and
leakages, and reducing the indirect tax burden,
is on a firmer footing.

Notes
1

2

Author’s calculations based on
Ministry of Finance Annual Report
(various years)
IMF (various years), World
Economic Outlook, Washington
D.C.: International Monetary Fund

3

CBSL (various years), Annual
Report, Colombo: Central Bank of
Sri Lanka

4

Author’s background reports for the
World Bank. 2016. “Sri Lanka: A
Systematic Country Diagnostic”.

5

6

Disbursement of the EFF occurs in
seven tranches. The third tranche
was due to be disbursed in April,
but was delayed till July.
In the version of the Bill passed in
Parliament, some elements of the
Act were to be effective from the
1st of October, and the rest from
1st April 2018. However, following
strong lobbying from taxpayers, the
Ministry of Finance subsequently
announced that all provisions would
be effective from 1st April 2018.
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oekqj;aùfï whs;sh iy wNsfhda.
cks;a ks,ka;
fuu igyfka wruqK jkafka f;dr;=re
oek.ekSfï whs;sfha Ndú;dj iy tys
m%j¾Okh iïnkaOfhka TISL wdh;kh
,enQ w;aoelSï úuid ne,Suhs'

1' f;dr;=re oek.ekSfï whs;sh
ms<sn| mk; - fuf;la ch.;a yd
ch.; hq;=j we;s wNsfhda.
kQ;k
m%cd;ka;%jd§
wdKavqlrKh
;=<
l%shd;aul jk" rdcHhka uek nef,k ñïula
njg f;dr;=re oek.ekSug mqrjeishkg
we;s yelshdj m;aù yudrh' m%cd;ka;%jdofha
isoaOdka; wkqj ksrdhdifhkau ck;dj i;=
whs;shla úh hq;=j ;snQ f;dr;=re fj; m%fõYùfï
whs;sjdislu rchka úiska kQ;k md,k
l%ufõoh ;=< fhdod.kafka ck;djg imhkq
,nk w¾:,dNhla jYfhks' ck;djg j.ùu
Tmamq lsÍfï m%fõYhla jYfhks' flfia fj;;a
f;dr;=re oek.ekSfï whs;sjdislu ck;dj
i;= wúhls' fuu wúh mk;la f,i Y%S ,dxflah
mqrjeishd i;= jQfha j¾I 2016la jQ wf.daia;=
ui 04 jk Èkhs' ks, jYfhka fuu mk;
yryd fmdÿ ckhd yg il%Shj l%shd;aulùfï
l%shdmámdáh 2017 fmnrjdß 03 jk Èk isg
.eiÜ .; flßK'

mS'î' cks;a ks,ka; Y%S ,xld kS;s úoHd,fha wjika
jir kS;s YsIHhl= f,i wOHdmkh ,nk w;r udkj
ysñlï ms<sn| f.da,Sh m%jK;d" cd;Hka;r kS;sh iy
wmrdO kS;sh l;=jrhdf.a m%sh;u lafIa;% fõ'
g%dkaiafmarkais bkag¾keIk,a wdh;kfha f;dr;=re
oek.ekSfï whs;sh iïnkaO tallfha idudðlhl=
f,io fudyq lghq;= lrk w;r ta Tiafia ,nd.;a
kHdhd;aul oekSu iy jHjydßl Ndú;djka ms<sn|
w;aoelSï fuu ,smsh iïmdokh lsÍu flfrys
nqoaêuh uQ,dY% f,i fhdodf.k ;sfí'

fuu mk; m%dfhda.slj l%shdjg kxjñka
ck;dj w;rg f.khdfï fufyjr fukau
mk; f.k taug isÿl< hq;=j ;snQ ld¾hNdrho
tl f,i wNsfhda.d;aul úh' fuu igyfka
wruqK jkafka f;dr;=re oek.ekSfï whs;sfha
Ndú;dj iy tys m%j¾Okh iïnkaOfhka
mqfrda.dñ;ajfhka lghq;= l, udOHfõ§ka"
isú,a iudc l%shdOrhska" foaYmd,{hska w;r
TISL wdh;kh ,enQ w;aoelSï úuid ne,Suhs'

fuu ,smsh ioyd ixls;d .=Kr;ak iyd ysrdka .Skf.a
odhl;ajh ,eî we;'
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f;dr;=re oek.ekSfï whs;sjdislu ms<sn| mk;

2' fmdÿ .eg¿ iïnkaO f;dr;=re
b,a,Sï - TISLys f;dr;=re
oek.ekSfï whs;sfha Ndú;h
Y%S ,xldj oYl .Kkdjla mqrdjg fmdÿ wêldÍka
yryd f;dr;=re fj; m%fõYh wysñj ;sî b;d
uE; ld,hl tu whs;sh w;am;a lr.;a rgls'
fuu igyk ,shfjk fudfyd; jk úg;a
f;dr;=re oek.ekSfï whs;sh ms<sn| mk;g
jirla fyda iïmQ¾K ù fkdue;' uyck;djf.a
wjOdkh kdNs.; úh hq;= we;eï ld,Sk
isÿùï iy wdh;k yd ine÷Kq f;dr;=re lrd
<Õdùug f;dr;=re oek.ekSfï mk; fhdod.;
yelsh' flfia kuq;a fuys Ndú;dj fl;rï
m%dfhda.sl jqj;a" fndfyda wfkl=;a kS;s fuka
uyck iyNd.S;ajfha wvqjla wdrïNfha§
ksÍlaIKh l< yelsh' uyck w¾:idOl kvqlr
ixl,amfha wdNdIh ,enQ kS;s l%uhla iys;
rgla jYfhka" mqrjeis hym; Wfoid ueÈy;a
ùfï mrud¾:h fmroeßj TISL wdh;kh Wla;
ld,Sk l;dnyg ,lajQ isÿùï iïnkaOfhka
wod< wdh;k j,ska f;dr;=re b,aÆï lsÍug
fhÈKs' tjka m%Odk wjia:d lsysmhla fufia
oelaúh yel'

ckdêm;sjrhdf.a iy w.%dud;Hjrhdf.a j;alï
nerlï m%ldY b,a,d f.dkq l< f;dr;=re
b,aÆïm;a'
w.%dud;Hjrhdf.a iy ckdêm;sjrhdf.a j;alï
- nerlï m%ldY b,a,d TISL wdh;kh úiska
2017 fmnrjdß 3 jk Èk ckdêm;s f,alï
ld¾hd,hg yd w.%dud;H f,alï ld¾hd,hg
f;dr;=re b,aÆïm;a fhduq lrk ,§'
w.%dud;H f,alï ld¾hd,fhka 2017 ud¾;=
01 jk Èk;a" ckdêm;s f,alï ld¾hd,fhka
2017 ud¾;= 6 jk Èk;a ta iïnkaOfhka ,enqKq
m%;spdr wkqj f;dr;=re ,nd§u m%;slafIam jqfha
md¾,sfïka;=
l;dkdhljrhdf.a
ksfhda.
mokïj jk w;r f;dr;=re oek.ekSfï
mkf;a 5 jk j.ka;sfha i|yka uqla;Ska m%ldrj
fkdfõ' kï l, ks,Odßhd fj; wNshdpkd l,
12

wjia:dfõ§ ckdêm;s f,alï ld¾hd,h úiska
mkf;a 5^1&^a& iy 5^1&^g& hk uqla;Ska f;dr;=re
,nd§u m%;slafIam lsÍug fya;= jYfhka olajk
,§'
,enQ m%;spdr iïnkaOfhka TISL wdh;kh
iEySulg m;a fkdjQ neúka ta iïnkaO wNshdpkd
;j ÿrg;a f;dr;=re fldñiu bÈßfha úNd.
fjñka mj;S'

foaYmd,k mlaIj, uQ,H jd¾;d b,aÆïlrñka
ue;sjrK fldñiu fj; fhduql< f;dr;=re
b,aÆïm;'
fuf;la TISL wdh;kh úiska fmdÿck hym;
Wfoid fmdÿ wêldÍka fj; fhduq lrk ,o
f;dr;=re b,a,Sï w;=ßka jvd;au id¾:l b,a,Su
f,i ue;sjrK fldñiu fj; bÈßm;a lrk
,o f;dr;=re b,a,Su y÷kd.; yelsh' b,a,Sug
Okd;aul f,i m%;spdr olajñka" mkf;ys tk
kshñ; ld,rduq ;=< wod< f;dr;=re ,nd §ug
ue;sjrK fldñiu l%shd lf<ah' fï iïnkaO
f;dr;=re RTI Watch wvúh u.ska imhkq ,nhs
fjí ^RTI Watch 2017&'
óg wu;rj 2017 fmnrjdß 03 jk Èk"
• bvï m%;sixialrK fldñiu fj; mj;sk
bvï m%udKh yd ta ms<sn| jd¾;d iïnkaOfhka
fhduq l< f;dr;=re b,a,Su
• w,a,ia yd ¥IK fldñiu fj; bÈßm;a jQ
meñKs,s iy fldñiu mejrE kvq iïnkaOfhka
fhduq l< f;dr;=re b,a,Su
• Y%S ,xld f¾.=j fj; tys l%shdmámdáh iy nÿ
whlsÍfï l%shdj,sh iïnkaOfhka fhduq l<
f;dr;=re b,a,Su
• Y%S ,xld uy nexl=j fj; fiajl w¾:idOl
wruqo, iïnkaOfhka fhduq l< f;dr;=re
b,a,Su
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uyck iqNisoaêh Wfoid TISL wdh;kh
u.ska f.dkq l< m%Odk;u f;dr;=re b,a,Sï
lsysmhls' fuys úfYaI;ajh jkafka mk;
.eiÜ.; lr kj fr.=,dis uyck;djg
y÷kajdÿka m<uq Èkfha isgu TISL wdh;kh
wod, kS;suh m%;smdok fmdÿck hym;
Wfoid l%shdfõ fhoùuhs'
• uehs Èk rdcH foam, wjNdú;h iïnkaOfhka
2017 cQ,S ui 13 jk Èk Y%S ,xld .ukd.uk
uKav,h iy Y%S ,xld ÿïßh fomd¾;fïka;=j
fj; f.dkql< f;dr;=re b,a,Sï o fuys§
jeo.;a fõ'
f;dr;=re mk; lr<shg wd ú.i mqrjeis
iqNisoaêh Wfoid fufia f.dkq l< f;dr;=re
b,a,Sï ;=<ska" ´kEu uyck wêldßhla m%Yak
lsÍug ´kEu mqrjeisfhl=g whs;sjdislula
we;' hk mKsúvh uyck;dj fj; ,nd §u
fukau mkf;ys m%;smdok f;dr;=re w;am;a
lr.ekSu flfrys fhdod.kakd wdldrh iy tu
l%shdj,sfha§ uqyqK §ug isÿjk wNsfhda.j,g
mqrjeishd iqodkï lsÍu o ñka wfmalaId flßK'

3' jeo.;a ksÍlaIK
mkf;ys Okd;aul ,laIK fukau ms<shï l<
hq;= ÿ¾j,;d o rdYshla ksÍlaIKh l, yelsh'
fïjd nyq, jYfhka yrhd;aul wka;¾.;hkag
jvd m%dfhda.sl ld¾h mámdáh ms<sn| ÿ¾j,;d
fõ' fulS ÿ¾j,;d mk; Ndú;fha §" wfmalaIs;
wruqKq lrd <Õdùfï§ m%;sfrdaOlhla f,i
l%shdlsÍu fkdje,elaúh yels ixisoaêhls' fuys
m%;sM,hla f,i isÿjk mk; Ndú;d lrkakka
wffO¾hu;a ùu iy l%ufõoh ms<sn| úYajdih
ì|jeàu f;dr;=re oek.ekSfï whs;sfhys bÈß
.ukg t;rï iqNodhS ;;a;ajhla fkdjkq we;'
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3'1' mßj¾;k fodaI
f;dr;=re oek.ekSfï whs;sh ms<sn| mkf;ys
ff;%NdIsl uqyqKqjfrys ÿ¾j,;d m%dfhda.sl
Ndú;fha§ .eg¿ldÍ ;;ajhka Woa.; lrk
wjia:d iq,Nj w;aoelsh yelsh' mßj¾;kfha§
mek k.sk jHdl+,;d fya;=fjka jk jrojd
jgyd.ekSï fndfydaúg wjidk jkafka
mqrjeishd iy fmdÿ wêldßh w;r we;sjk
>Ügkhlsks' WodyrKhla f,i mqrjeisfhla
úiska fhduq lrk ,o f;dr;=re b,a,Sula u;
f;dr;=re USB o;a; mßjdylhlg msgm;a
lr§u i|yd re' 40"000 blaujQ .dia;=jla
f.jk fuka tla;rd uyck wêldßhla okajd
;sìK' fuu isoaêh jeäÿrg;a wOHkh lsÍfï§
fy<sjQfha mkf;ys bx.%Sis iy isxy, mßj¾;k
w;r jQ .egÆldÍ ;;a;ajhla u; fufia isÿjQ
njhs ^f;dr;=re oek.ekSfï whs;sjdislu
ms<sn| fldñIka iNd Í;s 2017&'
by; lS isoaêh Woa.; jQfha f;dr;=re oek
.ekSfï whs;sjdislu ms<sn| úfYaI .eiÜ m;%h
;=< jQ NdIduh mriamr;djla fya;=fjks'
fuu ;;ajh jeäÿrg;a i,ld n,kl,"
mkf;ys isxy, iy fou< mßj¾;khka w;r
mriamr;djla
we;sjqjfyd;a
n,meje;aúh
hq;af;a
isxy, mßj¾;kh njg jk
m%;smdokh
meyeÈ,sj
mkf;ys
we;;a
^f;dr;=re oek.ekSfï whs;sjdislu ms<sn|
mk; 2016" j' 44&" isxy,$bx.%Sis NdId w;r
mriamr;djla we;súg n,meje;afjkafka l=uk
NdIdjo hkak fuu mkf;ys fukau iïu;
fjk;a mk;aj,o i|ykaj ke;'
fuu .egÆldÍ ;;ajh iy th u.yrjd.; yels
wdldr i,ld ne,Sfï§" f;dr;=re ks,OdÍka
iy mqrjeishka fj; wLKav mqyqKq jevigyka
yryd ,ndfok oekqj;aNdjh iy mqyqKqj fï
i|yd .; yels id¾:lu mshjr f,i y÷kd.;
yelsh'

13

f;dr;=re oek.ekSfï whs;sjdislu ms<sn| mk;

3'2' ukafoda;aidysNdjh iy
fkdoekqj;aNdjh
f;dr;=re oek.ekSfï whs;sh l%shd;aul jk
rgla jYfhka" mqrjeishkaf.ka fhduqúh yels
f;dr;=re b,a,Sïj,g mQ¾j iQodkula we;sj
l%shdlsÍu uyck wêldÍka fj;ska wfmalaId
flfrkakls' o;a; yd f,aLk m%fõYùug
myiq wdldrhg ixúOdkh lsÍu iy mk;
l%shd;aul lsÍfuka miqj bÈßm;ajk f;dr;=re
b,a,Sï ms<sn| l%shd;aul ùug mqyqKqùu óg
wh;afõ' ta wdldrfhka" ìysùug kshñ; kj
l%ufõohg wkql+,j fmdÿ wêldÍka iajlSh
ld¾h mámdál wdlD;sh yev.iajd.; hq;=
w;r mk; iïu;ùfuka wk;=rej ta ms<sn|
ukd oekqulska hqla;j jvd;a id¾:l f,i
l%shd;aulùu b,lal.; l< hq;=h'
flfia kuq;a wfmalaIs; ;;ajh yd ii|d
ne,Sfï§ Y%S ,xldfõ f;dr;=re oek.ekSfï
whs;sh l%shd;aul lsÍfï ld¾hlaIu;djh ms<sn|
fmdÿ wêldÍka ksfhdackh lrk ks,OdÍka
nyq;rhlf.a j¾;udk oekSu iy W;aiqlNdjh
b;d my< uÜgul mj;S' j¾;udkh jk
úg ckudOH wud;HdxYh" rdcH f;dr;=re
fomd¾;fïka;=j jeks wdh;k yryd f;dr;=re
ks,OdÍka fj; mqyqKqùï ixúOdkh jqjo Tjqka
;=<ska my< oekqï uÜgula muKla fkdj bka
Tíng .sh ukafoda;aidysNdjhlao w;aoelsh
yelsh' óg fya;=j mk; u.ska iudc.; lrk
,o mqrjeis whs;sfhys n,.;=nj ms<sn|j
oekSula Tjqka yg fkdùuhs' wdrïNfha§
f;dr;=re b,aÆïlrejka f,i l%shd;aul jQ
TISL wdh;kh iy mqrjeishkaf.a w;aoelSu
wkqj uyck wêldÍka ksfhdackh lrk
we;eï ks,OdÍkaf.a m%;spdr fndfyda úg fmdÿ
uqyqKqjrla .kS'
•

tfyu mk;la .ek wms okafka keye'

•

wmsg by<ska Wmfoia ,eì,d keye'

•

f;dr;=re ks,Odßfhla lshd wfhla wfma
wdh;kfha m;alr keye'

14

fuu igyk ,shefjk fudfyd; jk úg;a
nyq;rhla jk rdcH wdh;k j,g f;dr;=re
ks,OdÍka wKahqla; lr ;sfí' ;;ajh tfia
;sìh§;a fujeks m%;spdr f;dr;=re b,a,Sula
bÈßm;a lsÍug uyck wdh;khla lrd hk
wjiaj:dj,§ iq,N f,i w;aoelsh yelsh'
fujeks isÿùulska wffO¾hu;a jk mqrjeisfhl=
ish jHjia:dms; whs;sjdislu ms<sn| iel-ixld
we;slr.kakd w;r kej; jrla f;dr;=re
oek.ekSfï whs;sh Ndú;d lsÍug ue<s jkq we;'
flfia fj;;a f;dr;=re fldñifï jd¾Isl
jd¾;dj ksl=;ajk;=re fuu l%shdj,sfha
id¾:l$wid¾:l nj ms<sn|j ks.ukhlg
t<öug fkdyelsjkq we;'

3'3' mkf;ys ukao.dó ck;d.ukh
tod-fuod ;=r Y%S ,dxflah foaYmd,k
úldYkh ;=<ska rdcHh iy rdcHfha
ksfhdað;hkaf.a l,al%shdj yryd uyck;djg
iïfma%IKh ù we;af;a" rdcHh mqrjeishdg
jvd n,j;ah" hk mQ¾j ks.ukhhs' ta wkqj
Y%S ,xldj idlaIr;djh jeks ks¾Kdhl w;ska
wfkl=;a rgj,g jvd fndfyda bÈßfhka isáho"
foaYmd,k iy mqrjeis iú{hdksl;ajh w;ska
.;al, b;d my< uÜgul miqfõ' mqrjeishd
fmdÿ wêldßhla fj; ;nd Pkao fmd< fj;
msúfikafkao Wla; mQ¾j ks.ukh ukfiys
fmroeß lrf.kh' fujeks jd;djrKhla ;=<
iïu;jk f;dr;=re mk; mqrjeisfhla yryd
;j;a mqrjeisfhl= fj; ìï uÜgñka úys§u
ms<sn| .eg¿jla mj;S'
fï jk úg;a f;dr;=re oek.ekSfï whs;sh
ms<sn| mk; m%j¾Okh lsÍu" ck;dj oekqj;a
lsÍu iy m%dfhda.sl mqyqKqj ,nd §u rdcH yd
isú,a ixúOdk uÜgñka Èjhsk mqrdu l%shd;aul
fõ' tfia jqj;a mk; m%dfhda.sl Ndú;fha
fhoùu iïnkaOfhka uyck;dj ;=< jk
Wkkaÿj t;rï m%Yia; uÜgul fkdmj;S'
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f;dr;=re mk; m%dfhda.sl kS;suh fuj,ula
f,i ck;dj w;rg f.kf.dia ta flf¾ ck;d
úYajdih f.dvkexúh hq;af;a th Ndú;d lsÍu
M,odhS úh yels w;aoelSula njg jk mQ¾j
ks.ukh Tjqka ;=< ia:dms; lsÍfuks' by; §
i|yka l<" rdcH iy rdcHfha ksfhdað;hka
mqrjeishdg jvd n,j;a h" jeks iDKjd§ mQ¾j
ks.uk ck;dj w;ßka ;=rka lsÍu ;=<ska"
f;dr;=re oek.ekSfï whs;sh jeks jHjia:dms;
whs;sjdislïj, Wmßu M, fk,d .ekSug
ck;dj jeä jeäfhka fhduqjkq we;'

3'4' zwdKavqfõ lkaf;dareZ wdl,amh
oYl .Kkdjla mqrdjg uyck wdh;k
mqrjeishka yd .kqfokq lsÍfï§ olajk
wdl,amh fndfydaúg WodiSk yd fkdie,ls,su;a
iajrEmhla oerE nj fkdryils' flfia fj;;a
f;dr;=re oek.ekSfï whs;sh ms<sn| mk;
f.k tau;a iuÕ ck;djg f;dr;re fj;
m%fõYùfï whs;sh ;yjqre lrÿka w;ru Wla;
WodiSk yd kqreiaikiq¿ lkaf;dare wdl,amh
jvd ld¾hlaIu uyck wêldßhl ;;a;ajhg
f.k taugo Yla;su;a mokula iemfhk ,§'
tneúka" by; lS idïm%odhsl ks,OdÍjd§
wdl,amh iy kj l%ufõoh w;r meyeÈ,sju
we;s >Ügkhla yryd f;dr;=re oek.ekSfï
whs;sh ms<sn| mk; j¾;udkfha§ .uka lrñka
isà' fuu >Ügkfha m%;sM,hla f,i kj
l%ufõoh flf¾ úYajdih ;nk uyck;dj
f;dr;=re ,nd.ekSug fmdÿ wêldÍka fj;
msúfik úg" idïm%odhsl zwdKavqfõ lkaf;dareZ
wdl,amfhka msg;g tñka isák fmdÿ wêldÍka
iy ks,OdÍka mk; wkql=,j l%shd lsÍug
ne£ isáh;a"Tjqkaf.a uq,a m%;spdrh fndfydaúg
WodiSk iajrEmhla .kakd wjia:d o olakg
,efí'
rch úiska fmdÿ wêldÍkaj, fiajfha kshq;=
wod< f;dr;=re ks,OdÍka fjkqfjka ksrka;r
mqyqKq jevuq¿ ixúOdkh lsÍu iy uyck
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fiajh ms<sn| wdl,am hdj;ald,Sk lsÍu u.ska
fuu ;;ajh u.yeßh hq;=j we;'

3'5' ixfYdaOkh ùfï wjodku
f;dr;=re oek.ekSfï whs;sh cki;= ù wog
jirla fyda imsÍ fkdue;'mk; f.k tafuka
miq tljr uyd /,a,la f,i mqrjeis msì§ula
isÿ fkdjQjo" furg mqrjeishd flfuka flfuka
ld,h iy w;aoelSï iuÕ tjka ikaêia:dkhlg
msúfikq we;' fuf;la w÷f¾ ;enqKq ryia wvx.=
fiamamq uyckhd w;ska újD; flfrkq we;' fï
wdldrfha jd;djrKhla f.dvke.Su wdrïN jk
l, fuf;la ryiHNdjfha fijke,a,g uqjd ù
isá rdcH ks,OdÍka iy foaYmd,lhka yg tu
/ljrKh wysñ jkq we;' fmdÿ wêldÍka ish
rdcldß iïnkaOfhka j.ùug kshuùu wjYH
fkdjk njg jk idïm%odhsl mervhsuh ì|
jegqKq l, Tjqkaf.a wdêm;Hhg t,a,jk myr
ord.ekSug fkdyelsj f;dr;=re oek.ekSfï
whs;sfha uQ,dY%h wvmK lsÍfï ;SrKhg t<öu
iajNdúl foaYmd,ksl Wml%uhls'
tlai;a rdcOdksfha f;dr;=re oek.ekSfï whs;h
s
ia:dms; lsÍug ish y~ ke.+ ysgmq ì%;dkH
w.%dud;H fgdaks íf,hd¾ úisk"a mk; f.k
tfuka miq tys Ylak;
q djh ;ud wj;lafiare l,
nj;a mk; f.k taug l%h
s d lsÍu ;u ðú;fha
isÿ l< {dkdkaú; fkdjk l%h
s djla njg;a ish
iajhx pß;dmodkfha i|yka lrk ,§' ^íf,hd¾
2010&
j¾;udk .re w.%dud;H" md¾,sfïka;= uka;%S
rks,a úl%uisxy uy;d jrla Sri Lanka Guardian
fjí wvúh iu. iïuqL idlÉPdjlg tlafjñka
lshd isáfha" wms n,hg meñKshdu wmsg wjYH
jqKd f;dr;=re mk; f.k tkak' tys ÿ¾j,;d
rdYshla ;sfnkjd' kuq;a fï iïnkaOfhka uf.a
u;h jqfKa m<uqj f;dr;=re oek.ekSfï whs;sh
ms<sn| mk; l%shdfõ fhdojd" tys ÿ¾j,;d
y÷kdf.k jir follg miq th ixfYdaOkh
l,hq;= njhs (Sri Lanka Guardian 2017).
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f;dr;=re oek.ekSfï whs;sjdislu ms<sn| mk;

ta wdldrfhka furg f;dr;=re oek.ekSfï
mk; ixfYdaOkhg ie,iqï ù we;s nj by;
m%ldYfhka ikd: fõ' fujka ixfYdaOkhla
u.ska mqrjeishkag ,nd§ we;s whs;sh wvmK
lsÍula ñi jeä ÈhqKq lsÍula isÿ fkdjk nj
fkdwkqudkh' fufia isÿlrk ixfYdaOkh
mkf;ys iDcq iy iajdëk n,;, lmamdÿjlg
u. mEÈh yelsh' fï fya;=j ksid mk;
ixfYdaOkh ùfuka /l.ekSu Y%S ,dxflah
mqrjeishka f.a f;dr;=re oek.ekSfï whs;sh
wdrlaId lr.ekSug w;sYh ;SrKd;aul jkq
we;'

3'6' fldñifuys uQ,H m%;smdok iajdëk
fkdùu
mk; wkqj fldñifuys m%fhdackh Wfoid
uqo,a fjka flfrkqfha md¾,sfïka;=j yryd
iïu; flfrk uQ,H m%;smdok yryd iy
foia$úfoia uQ,dY% j,ska ,efnk mß;Hd.
u.sks ^j' 16^1&&' f;dr;=re oek.ekSu ms<sn|
fldñifuys uQ,Huh m%;smdok 2016 j¾Ih
i|yd fjkajQfha ckdêm;s wruqo, u.sks' fï
;;ajh u; fldñiul iaffjÍ;ajh úoydmdk
tla idOlhla jk iajdëk uQ,Huh m%;smdok
ixl,amh fuys§ tla;rd wdldrhg m¿ÿ ù
;sfí' flfia fj;;a ckdêm;s wruqo,ska
ie,fik m%;smdok u; fldñiu t<fUk
;Skaÿ iïnkaOfhka lsisÿ wdldrhl fjkila
isÿ fkdl< hq;= w;r ;Skaÿ ;SrK .ekSfï§
fldñifuys iajdëk;ajh r|jd .; hq;=h'
f;dr;=re oek.ekSfï whs;sh ms<sn| mk;
fuf;la wd flá .ukau. foi h<s;a jrla
yeÍ n,k l, ch.;a iy uqyqK ÿka wNsfhda.
ms<sn| iúia;rd;aul woyila ,nd.; yelsh'
bÈßfha§ ,nd .ekSug wfmalaId lrk ch.%yK
iy uqyqK §ug isÿjk wNsfhda. ch.ekSfï§
fulS uÕ i,l=Kq ukd msgqjy,la jkq we;'
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4' m%.;sYS,S wka;¾.;hla
4'1' mq¿,a mrdihl úysÿKq m%fõY whs;sh
3' ^1& fuu mkf;a 5 jk j.ka;sfha úêúOdkj,g
hg;aj" fmdÿ wêldßhl ika;lfha" Ndrfha
fyda md,kfha we;s f;dr;=re j,g m%fõYùfï
whs;sjdislu iEu mqrjeisfhl=g u ;sìh hq;= h'
fï wkqj ´kEu fmdÿ wêldßhla ika;lfha fyda
Ndrfha we;s f;dr;=re fj; ´kEu mqrjeisfhl=
yg m%fõYùfï whs;sh mk; u.ska ;yjqre lr
;sfí'mkf;ys fojk fldgfiys olajd we;s
jH;sf¾Ç wjia:dj,g mßndysrj mj;sk ´kEu
f;dr;=rla ,nd .ekSug mqrjeishd ysñlï ,nhs'
mk;g fmr mej;s ;;ajh yd ikaikaokh lr
ne,Sfï§ fuh w;sYh úma,ùh fjkils'fï
wkqj fi!LH" wOHdmk" mßmd,k wd§ ´kEu
lafIa;%hlg wod< f;dr;=re ,nd.ekSug
yelshdj mj;S' jvd;a jeo.;a jkqfha fmr
mej;shdla fuka fya;= rys;j f;dr;=re ,nd§u
m%;slafIam lsÍfï yelshdj fjkqjg mkf;ys
i|yka jH;sf¾L u;" mokula we;sj muKla
f;dr;=re b,a,Sï m%;slafIam lsÍug fmdÿ
wêldÍka yg jk ne£uhs'

4'2' uyck iqNisoaêhg uq,a ;ek
mk; u.ska mqrjeishd yg f;dr;=re fj; i,id
we;s m%fõY whs;sh hï;dla ÿrlg ksYaÑ; jQ
iSudlsÍï j,g o Ndckh lr ;sfí ^j' 5&'
Wod( rdcH wdrlaIdj iïnkaO f;dr;=re" mqoa.,sl
f;dr;=re'''
tjeks iSudlsÍï yuqfõ jqjo wod< f;dr;=re
fy<sorõ lsÍu ;=<ska isÿjk ydkshg wNsnjd
fmdÿ uyck iqNisoaêh jeo.;a fõ kï ta
Wfoid Wla; iSñ; .kfha ixfõ§ f;dr;=re
mjd wkdjrKh lr.ekSfï yelshdj mk;
;=<ska cki;= ù ;sfí' fï ksid f;dr;=re
oek.ekSfï mk; yryd jHjia:dms; mqrjeis
n,h uekúka úoyd olajk m%n, m%;smdokhla
f,i fuh oelaúh yelsh'
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4'3' m%.dó wkdjrKh
hï b,a,Sula bÈßm;aùug fmr fmdÿ wêldßhla
u.ska iaj-fm<Uùfuka u uyckhd fj;
flfrk f;dr;=re wkdjrKh m%.dó wkdjrKh
fõ ^j' 8-10&' fuh f;dr;=re oek.ekSfï whs;sh
ms<sn| kS;sfha w;sYh jeo.;a ixl,amhls'
mkf;ys fukau .eiÜ m;%fha ksfhda. wxl 20
^f;dr;=re oek.ekSfï whs;sjdislu ms<sn|
fldñIka iNd Í;s 2017 ksfhda. wxl 20& hgf;a
fï ms<sn| m%;smdok jeäÿrg;a olajd we;'
hïlsis fmdÿ wêldßhl wdh;ksl f;dr;=re"
ixúOdk f;dr;=re yd whjeh jeks wNHka;r
f;dr;=re fj; uyckhdg m%fõYùug we;s
yelshdj wod< fmdÿ wêldßfha úksúoNdjh iy
j.ùu ms<sìUq lrk ,laIKhls' fï wkqj m%.dó
wkdjrKh f;dr;=re oek.ekSfï whs;sh ms<sn|
mkf;ys wvx.= b;d m%.;sYS,S m%;smdokhla f,i
y÷kd.; yelsh'

4'4' meh 48la ;=< f;dr;=re ,eîfï
ysñlu
bÈßm;a
jk
hï
f;dr;=re
b,a,Sula
mqrjeisfhl=f.a Ôú;h iy fm!oa.,sl ksoyi
iïnkaOfhka jk úg§" f;dr;=re b,aÆïlre
meh y;<sia wgla ;=< wod< f;dr;=re ,eîug
fyda ta iïnkaO ksYaÑ; m%;spdrhla ,eîug
ysñlï ,nhs' fujka f;dr;=re b,a,Sï
bÈßm;aùu ;=<ska iSñ; ld,hla ;=< b;d
ixfõ§ f;dr;=rlg m%fõYùu wfmalaId flf¾'
iSñ; ld, iSudjla ;=< ld¾hlaIu fiajdjla
,nd.ekSug we;s yelshdj fukau tfia
ld¾hlaIu fiajdjla ie,iSug f,aLk yd o;a;
fmr iqodkula we;sj ixúOdkh lr ;eîu
jeo.;a fõ' tneúka fuu m%;smdokh ;=<ska
ixúOdkd;aul o;a; ixrlaIKhg u. újr jkq
we;'
Wod( w;=reoka jqjka iïnkaOfhka f;dr;=re
fidhd hdfï§" Tjqkaf.a mjq,aj, idudðlhka
yg fufia läkï f;dr;=re ,nd.ekSug we;s
ysñlu w;sYh m%fhda.sl iy m%fhdackj;a
m%;smdokhla f,i y÷kd.; yelsh'
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flfia fj;;a fï j.ka;sh hgf;a f;dr;=re
,nd.;a wjia:djla iïnkaOfhka fï jk;=re;a
TISL wdh;kh fj; f;dr;=re jd¾;d ù
fkdue;'

4'5' wjia:dkq.;j fjkal< f;dr;=re
,nd.ekSfï yelshdj
mkf;ys 6 jk j.ka;shg wkqj" fy<sorõ lsÍu
m%;slafIam lrk ljr fyda f;dr;=rl fldgila
f,i fy<sorõ lsÍfuka ydkshla isÿ fkdjk
fjka l, yels f;dr;=rla we;s úg tu f;dr;=r
fjkafldg ,nd .ekSfï myiqj ie,fia' fï
wkqj ljr fyda fya;=jla u; wkdjrKh lsÍu
m%;slafIam l< f,aLkhl" m%;slafIam fkdjk
f;dr;=re fj; m%fõYùfï myiqj mqrjeishdg
ysñ fõ'

4'6' wud;H uKav, ixfoaY$ ;SrK$
f,aLk fj; i,id we;s kuHYS,S
m%fõYh
f;dr;=re oek.ekSfï whs;sh ia:dms; lr
we;s fndfyda rgj, f;dr;=re mk;a ;=<
leìkÜ ^wud;H uKav,& f,aLk .Khg
jefgk f;dr;=re ,nd§u m%;slafIam flf¾
^TiaÜf¾,shdj" lekvdj" wefußld tlai;a
ckmoh" tlai;a rdcOdksh iy ;j;a rgj,a&' fï
fya;=j ksid wod< rgj,a ;=< ixj¾Ok jHdmD;s"
m%;sm;a;s iïmdokh" úfoaY iïnkaO;d jeks
lafIa;%hka fj; isÿúh hq;= ck;d iyNd.S;ajh
jl%dldrfhka hï;dla ÿrlg iSudlr ;sfí'
flfia kuq;a" Y%S ,xldfõ ;;ajh i,ld ne¨
l, fuh jvd;a iqNodhS nj ksÍlaIKh l<
yelsh' mk; m%ldrj mqrjeisfhl=g ,nd.;
fkdyelafla fuf;la ;SrKhla f.k fkdue;s
wud;H uKav, ixfoaY iïnkaO f;dr;=re
muKs' ta wkqj ksYaÑ;j ;SrKh ù ;sfnk
wud;H uKav, ixfoaY j,g mjd m%fõYùug
mqrjeishka ysñlï ,nd ;sfí' fï yryd újD;
wdKavqlrKhla flf¾ il%Shj odhl ùug
Y%S ,dxlsl mqrjeishka yg iaj¾Kuh wjia:djla
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f;dr;=re oek.ekSfï whs;sjdislu ms<sn| mk;

ysñjk w;r fï yryd jvd;a úksúoNdjhlska
hq;=j ;Skaÿ ;SrKj,g t<öug rchka fm<fUkq
we;' fï ;=<ska taldêm;s iajNdjfha" m%cd;ka;%
úfrdaë ;SrKj,g t<öug rchka fj; ;snQ
bvyir wyqrd ;sfí'

4'7' ksYaÑ;" y÷kd.;a iy j.lsjhq;=
ks,Odßka
fmdÿ wêldßhlska f;dr;=rla ,nd.ekSfï§
fyda hï fiajdjla ,nd.ekSfï§ uyckhdg
zks,OdßjdofhaZ f.dÿrla ùug isÿjQ wjia:d nyq,
ùu ksid fmdÿ wêldÍka flfrys ;snQ úYajdih
ì|jeàu wog;a w;aú¢h yels ixisoaêhls' flfia
kuq;a f;dr;=re oek.ekSfï whs;sh ms<sn|
mk; lr,shg meñŒu;a iuÕu ck;djg
f;dr;=re ,nd§fï l%shdj,sh iïnkaOfhka
iDcqj j.lsjhq;= ks,Odßka fom<la ^f;dr;=re
ks,Odßhd yd kïl< ks,Odßhd& iEu fmdÿ
wêldßhla ;=<u wkshqla; lr ;sîu wksjd¾h
úh' fuu ks,OdÍka wld¾hlaIuj l%shdl< úg
fyda widOdrK f,i f;dr;=re ,nd§u m%;slafIam
l<fyd;a by<g ^fldñiu& wNshdpkd lsÍfï
l%shdj,sh bj;,sh fkdyels ks¾Kdhla njg
m;aúh' fï ksid b,aÆï lrk f;dr;=re
iïnkaOfhka wod< ks,OdÍka ck;djg iDcqju
j.úhhq;= w;r ks,Odßjdofha wjuùula fï
;=<ska wfmalaId l< yelsh'

4'8' ksYaÑ; ld,rduq
f;dr;=re b,a,Sulg m%;spdr oelaùu" f;dr;=re
,nd§u" wNshdpkd j,g m%;spdr oelaùu we;=¿
f;dr;=re ,nd.ekSfï l%shdj,sfha uq, isg
w.g iEu l%shdjlgu ksYaÑ; ld,rduqjla
;=< l%shd;aul ùug mk; m%ldrj f;dr;=re
ks,Odßhd ne£ isà' fuu m%;smdokh fya;=fjka
f;dr;=re b,a,Sï u.yeÍfï fyda l,aueÍfï
ixialD;sh fjkqjg jvd;a ld¾hlaIu iy
M,odhS fiajdjla ,nd§ug ks,OdÍka fm<fUkq
we; ^j' 25&'
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4'9' m%;slafIam lsÍug fya;= oelaùu
ks,OdÍka ,nd§ug m%;slafIam lrk f;dr;=re
i|yd Tjqka mqrjeishd yg ksYaÑ; fya;= bÈßm;a
l<hq;= njg ^j' 28& jk m%;smdokh w;sYh
jeo.;a tlls' tu jeo.;alu jQ l,S ks,Odßka
yryd f;dr;=re b,a,Sï m%;slafIam jkafka
mkf;a olajd we;s ksYaÑ; lreKq u; muKla
ùuhs' fulS m%;smdokh yryd fmdÿ wêldßhlg
ck;djf.a f;dr;=re jika lsÍug ;snQ bv$yir
kS;Hdkql=,j j<ld we;'

4'10' úYajdikSh f;dr;=re
mk; m%ldrj jHdc" hdj;ald,Sk fkdjQ fyda
fkdu.hjkiqÆ f;dr;=re ck;djg ,nd§u
o~qjï ,eìh yels jrols ^j' 39^1&&' iEu
wjia:djl§ u i;H f;dr;=re ,nd§ug fmdÿ
wêldÍka ne£ isák w;r fï fya;=j ksid
Wla; f;dr;=rej, úYajikSh;ajh b;d by<
uÜgul mj;S' úfYaIfhka i;H f;dr;=re jk
njg wod< uyck wêldßfhka iy;sl lr.;a
f;dr;=re ,nd .ekSug we;s yelshdj fukau
wod< f;dr;=re j, i;H;djh ;jÿrg;a
;yjqre lr.ekSu Wfoid tu ia:dkhg f.dia
;ud úiskau wod< m%ia;=;h mÍlaIdjg ,la l<
yels ùu jeo.;a idOl fõ' fuu úYajikSh
nj ksid tf,i ,nd.;a f;dr;=re" idlaIs fyda
ixLHdf,aLk f,i kej; Ndú;d lsÍfï§
ms<s.;a uq,dY%hlska ,nd.;a f;dr;=re f,i
ie,fla'

4'11' fya;= oelaùug ne£ula mqrjeishdg
fkdue;
;uka úiska isÿlrk f;dr;=re b,a,Sulg fmdÿ
wêldßhg lsis f,ilskaj;a fya;= bÈßm;a
lsÍug mqrjeishd ne£ fkdue; ^j' 24^5& ^wE&&'
fulS m%;smdokh fya;=fjka f;dr;=re ,nd§u
mqoa.,noaO wruqKq u; m%;slafIam lsÍug fmdÿ
wêldßhlg we;s bvlv wyqrd we;'
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4'12' wNshdpkd lsÍfï l%shdmámdáh
hïlsis f;dr;=re b,a,Sula iïnkaOfhka
f;dr;=re ks,Odßfhl=f.a ;SrKhla iuÕ tlÕ
fkdjk b,aÆïlrefjl= yg ta ms<sn|j jvd;a
by< mßmd,k ia:rhka fj; wNshdpkd lsÍfï
yelshdj ,eî ;sfí'f;dr;=re ks,Odßfhl=f.a
;SrKhla iïnkaOfhka iEySulg m;a fkdjk
wjia:dj, § kïl< ks,Odßhd fj; o ^j' 31^1&&"
kïl< ks,Odßhdf.a ;SrKh iïnkaOfhka
iEySulg m;a fkdjk wjia:dj,§ f;dr;=re
fldñiu fj; o ^j' 32^1&&" ;jÿrg;a
wNshdpkd lsÍfï wjYH;djhla u;=fõ kï
wNshdpkdêlrKh fj; fhduqùfï whs;sh
^j' 34^1&& mqrjeisfhl= i;=h' fï wkqj hï
fmdÿ wêldßhlska m%odkh lrkq ,nk
;SrKhla tlfy<du ms<s.ekSu fjkqjg jvd;a
úYaf,aIKd;aul ukilska ta ms<sn|j lghq;=
lsÍfï ksoyi fmdÿ ck;djg ysñfõ'
fï ishÆ ldrKd i,ld ne,Sfï§ f;dr;=re
oek.ekSfï whs;sh ms<sn| mk; fndfydaÿrg
m%dfhda.sl iy mßYS,khg myiq mk;la f,i
y÷kd.; yel' fuh mßmQ¾K uyck ñ;%YS,S
mk;la f,i ye¢kaùu w;sYfhdala;shla úh
yelsh' kuq;a fuu mk; ;j;a ziqÿ w,sfhl=Z
fkdjk nj lreKq i,ld ne,Sfï§ m%;HlaI
fõ'

5' W.;a mdvï
f;dr;=re oek.ekSfï mk; Ndú;hg meñK .;
jQfha flá l,la jqj;a tu flá ld,h ;=< mk;
yd iïnkaO m%dfhda.sl l%shdj,sh iïnkaOfhka
oekqï iïNdrhla tla/ia lr.ekSug yelsúK'
mkf;a iy m%dfhda.sl Ndú;fha tk ÿ¾j,;d"
m%;slafIam ùï" w;alr.;a id¾:l w;aoelSï jeks
úúOdldr me;slv wdjrKh ù we;'
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5'1' f;dr;=re fj; m%fõYùfuka miq
mqrjeishd fj; mejfrk ld¾hNdrh
i;H jYfhkau f;dr;=re fj; m%fõYùu mk;
wkqj myiq lghq;a;ls' mkf;ys m%;slafIam lr
we;s .kfha f;dr;=re iy idïm%odhsl wdl,am
ork ks,OdÍkaf.ka hq;a fmdÿ wêldÍka f.ka
t,a,jk iq¿ ndOl yereKqúg" f;dr;=re w;am;a
lr.ekSu Èfkka Èk myiq fjñka mj;S' rdcH
iy rdcH fkdjk ixúOdk u.ska isÿflfrk
mqrjeis oekqj;a lsÍï iy mqyqKq lsÍï iuÕ
f;dr;=re oek.ekSfï whs;sh ms<sn| oekqu
wjia:dkql+,j ìï uÜgugo .,d hkq we;'
kuq;a f;dr;=re ,nd.;a miq tu f;dr;=re
ksishdldrj Ndú;d lrkafka flfiao hkak
ms<sn| m%udKj;a oekSula mqrjeishka yg ;sfío
hkak .egÆjls' f;dr;=re oek.ekSfï whs;sh
u.ska ,nd.; yelafla rdcH
hdka;%Kfha
ksYaÑ; fldgil f;dr;=rls' fuu ksYaÑ; l=vd
fldgi m%udKfhka úYd, rdcH hdka;%Kh
yd .,md .ekSug tla;rd wkaoulg idudkH
uÜgñka Tíng .sh oekqula iy wjYH;djhla
;sìh hq;=h'
f;dr;=re b,a,Sula lr ,nd.kakd f;dr;=re
úYaf,aIKh lsÍu iy j¾.SlrKh lsÍu
;=<ska wod< rdcH hdka;%Kfha l%shdldÍ;ajh
iïnkaOfhka ks.ukhlg t<ôh yelsh'
kuq;a .egÆj jkafka iEu mqrjeisfhl=ygu
fï uÜgfï f;dr;=re iu. .kqfokq lsÍfï
yelshdjla mj;skafkao hkakhs'
Wod( foaYmd,k mlaI ish ue;sjrK jHdmdr
i|yd jeh lrkq ,nk uQ,Huh m%;smdok
iïnkaO wl%ñl;d'
fujeks m%ia;=;hla Tiafia f;dr;=re fidhd
hk mqrjeisfhl= yg tu f;dr;=re w;am;a
lr.ekSfuka miqj wod< o;a; úYaf,aIKh
lsÍï" j¾.SlrKhlg ,lalsÍï ld,Sk isÿùï
yd hdj;ald,Sk ùï" foaYmd,lhkaf.a j;alï
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f;dr;=re oek.ekSfï whs;sjdislu ms<sn| mk;

yd nerlï m%ldY ms<sn| wjOdkfhka isàu"
ue;sjrK kS;s iy nÿ m%;sm;a;Ska iuÕ wod<
isÿùï iei£fï yelshdjla iy W;aiqlnjla
;sìh hq;=h'
Y%S ,xldfõ f;dr;=re oek.ekSfï whs;sh ;ju
miqjkafka ixl%dka;s wjêhlhs' fï fya;=j
u; f;dr;=re ,nd.ekSfuka Tíng fujka
nqoaêuh odhl;ajhla ,ndÈh hq;= uÜgul
furg mqrjeishka nyq;rhla fkdue;' fuu
;;ajh u; ,nd.kakd f;dr;=re yeisrùu
ms<sn| w;aoelSula iEu mqrjeisfhl=u ,nd ;sîu
;SrKd;aul fõ'
óg wu;rj fndfyda f;dr;=re b,a,Sï fï
jkúg bÈßm;a jkafka mqrjeishka yg rch
úiska ,nd Èh hq;= §ukd iy fiajdjka wdÈh
ms<sn|jhs' tjka l%shdj,Ska ;=< we;s ¥IK" jxpd
iy wld¾hlaIu;d jeks foa flfrys wjOdkh
fhduq lsÍug iy ta iïnkaOfhka f;dr;=re
,nd .ekSug fuu whs;sh Ndú;d l<o" bka
Tíng tu f;dr;=re Ndú;dfldg mqrjeishdg
wjYH úi÷u lrd hdug ,efnk oekqu iy
iyh t;rï m%udKj;a fkdfõ'

5'2' wNshdpkd lsÍfï l%ufõoh ms<sn|
mqrjeishkaf.a WodiSk wdl,amh
uyck wêldÍka ms<sn| nyq;rhla mqrjeishkaf.a
úYajdih mj;skafka b;d wju uÜgul nj
fkdryils' fmdÿ wêldßkays È.= l,l isg
ia:dms; ks,OdÍjd§ wdl,am iy zrdcHh
hkq mqrjeishkaf.a md,lhkahZ jeks uyck
wdl,am fya;=fldgf.k fujka ;;ajhla
ygf.k ;sfí' f;dr;=re oek.ekSfï mkf;a
wd.ukh;a iu. fuu ;;a;ajh hï;dla ÿrg
hym;a w;g yefrñka mj;sk w;r mqrjeishka
yg fmdÿ wêldÍkaf.ka jvd hym;a m%;spdr
n,dfmdfrd;a;= úh yelsh hk ks.ukh
flfuka iudc.; fjñka mj;S'
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flfia kuq;a f;dr;=re ,nd.ekSfï uQ,sl
mshjf¾§ b,a,Sula m%;slafIam
jQ úg bka
ie,lsh hq;= m%;sY;hla ;uqka ,enQ ;SrKhg
úreoaOj wNshdpkhla isÿ lsÍug bÈßm;a
fkdjk nj y÷kd.; yelsh' nyq;rhla
mqrjeishka f;dr;=re b,a,Sula isÿ lrkafka
mk;g fmr l%shd;aul jQ l%ufõoh ms<sn| mQ¾j
ks.ukhla iu.h' tkï ish b,a,Sug ,efnk
Okd;aul m%;spdrhla ms<sn|j wúksYaÑ;;djhla
fmroeßjh' l=uk fyda fya;=jla u; ish b,a,Su
m%;slafIam jQjfyd;a" mqrjeishdyg kj l%ufõoh
flfrys ;snQ WfoHda.h ì| jefgkq we;' fuhska
wffO¾hg m;ajk Tyq kej; ish wNshdpkd
lsÍfï whs;sh WodiSk ukilska hqla;j w;yer
ouhs'
f;dr;=re
ks,Odßhdf.ka
m%;slafIam
jQ
f;dr;=re b,a,Su ms<sn| wNshdpkh kïl<
ks,Odßhd fj; /f.k .sh;a" bka Tíng
wNshdpkhla f.khdug fhduqjkafka b;d
iq¿ msßils' fldñiu iy wNshdpkdêlrKh
fj; fhduq ùug Tjqka úfYaIfhka ue,slula
olajhs' úfYaIfhka wNshdpdêlrKh olajd ish
wNshdpkh f.k hkafka b;du;a w;f<diails'
m%dfhda.slj .;al, wêlrKhla bÈßhg ish
.egÆj /f.k hdu idudkH wdodhï$W.;a
uÜgul miqjk mqrjeisfhl= ue<sjkafka ish
ld,h" Y%uh iy uqo,a ta i|yd jeh lsÍug
isÿjk ksidfjks' fuh fmdÿfõ uq¿ kS;s l%uh
;=<u w;aoelsh yels lreKls' úfYaIfhka
fuh f;dr;=re kS;shg n,md we;af;a uq,
isg l%u-l%ufhka wNshdpkdêlrKh olajd
úysfok §¾> l%ufõoh
ksidfjks' ;jo"
wNshdpkd l%shdj,sh iïnkaOfhka mqrjeishd
i;=j we;s wvq oekqj;aNdjh o fï iïnkaO
WodiSk wdl,amhla f.dvke.Sug fya;=ù ;sfí'
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5'3' mkf;ys n,h neyer lsÍfï
m%jK;djh
f;dr;=re oek.ekSfï whs;sh ms<sn| mkf;ys
idOkShu ,laIKh f,i ye¢kaúh yelafla
f;dr;=re fj; we;s mq¿,a m%fõY whs;shhs'
fuu mkf;a úêúOdk fjk;a ,sÅ; kS;s
wNsnjd n,mj;ajk w;r ^j' 4& iSñ; wjia:d
lsysmhla hgf;a yereKqfldg lsisÿ uyck
wêldßhla ñka ksoyi fkd,nhs' rdcH iy
mqrjeishd w;r rdcH l%shdj,sh ms<sn| we;s
oekqï mr;rh wju ùu fï ;=<ska wfmalaIs;
m%Odk m%;sM,hls'flfia kuq;a fuu ;;ajhg
wNsfhda. lrñka kj m%jK;djhla ia:dms; ùfï
wjodkula fï jkúg u;=fjñka mj;S' tkï
f;dr;=re oek.ekSfï mk;g miqj iïu; jk
mk;aj, n,h neyer lsÍfï j.ka;s we;=<;a
lsÍu u.ska f;dr;=re oek.ekSfï mkf;ys
n,h u.yer hduhs'
Wod( zw;=reoyka jQ ;eke;a;ka ms<sn| ld¾hd,hZ
mkf;ys 15 jk j.ka;shg wkqj ryfia
oekqïfok f;dr;=re iïnkaOfhka jk
úg§' f;dr;=re oek.ekSfï whs;sh ms<sn|
mkf;ys úêOdk wod< fkdfõ ^w;=reoyka
jQ ;eke;a;ka ms<sn| ld¾hd,h ^msysgqùu"
mßmd,kh lsÍu iy l¾;jH bgq lsÍu 2016&'
fuu n,h neyer lsÍfï j.ka;s we;=,;a
lsÍu f;dr;=re oek.ekSfï whs;sh ms<sn|
mkf;ys wêldÍ n,h flfrys f.k tkafka
t;rï iqNodhS n,mEula fkdfõ' mqrjeishdf.a
f;dr;=re oek.ekSfï n,h flf¾ uyck
wêldÍkaf.a fodrmshka jHjia:dkql=,j jid
oeófï WmdhYS,S l%shdud¾.hla f,i fuu n,h
neyer lsÍfï j.ka;s y÷kd.; yelsh'

5'4' RTI hkq .egÆjg úi÷u fkdj
úi÷ul fldgils
Y%S ,dxflah mqrjeishdf.a zf;dr;=re oek.ekSfï
whs;shZ ia:dms;j .;ù we;af;a iq¿ ld,hls'
fuu ld,h ;=<§ f.dkq jQ f;dr;=re b,a,Sï
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uq,H" fi!LH" mßmd,k" wOHdmk we;=¿
fndfyda lafIa;%j, .eg¿ iïnkaOfhka
bÈßm;a jQ tajd úh' flfia kuq;a fufia bÈßm;a
jQ f;dr;=re b,a,Sï iïnkaO .eg¿ j,ska úi£
we;af;a w;sYh iq¿ m%udKhls' óg fya;=j kï"
mqrjeishka úiska f;dr;=re oek.ekSfï whs;sh
ms<sn| mk; u.ska tys n, m%udKhg jvd jeä
ld¾hNdrhla n,dfmdfrd;a;= ùuhs' mk; f.k
tau;a iu. we;s jQ Woafhda.Su;aNdjh;a iuÕ
iudc.; jQ jerÈ u;hla jkafka f;dr;=re
oek.ekSfï whs;sh ishÆ .eg¿j,g úi÷ula
fõ, hkakhs'
fuh h:d¾:hg fndfyda ÿr u;hls' f;dr;=re
oek.ekSfï whs;sh mqrjeishdg ysñùu;a
iuÕ tf;la w÷f¾ ;enqKq f;dr;=re fj;
m%fõY ùfï yelshdj muKla mqrjeishdg
ysñúh' kuq;a .egÆj tieKska yudr jkakla
fkdfõ' ,nd.kakd f;dr;=r u; mqrjeishdf.a
ó<Õ mshjr l=ulao hkak ;SrKh fõ' uyck
wêldßhla bÈßhg f.dia f;dr;=re b,a,Sula
f.dkq lsÍug mqrjeishd ;=< we;s jQ wdl,amuh
fjki" ,nd.;a f;dr;=re wod< .egÆj
ksrdlrKh lsÍug fyda wod, f;dr;=r Ndú;d
lrñka
wêldßfha$ks,Odßhdf.a
m%;sm;a;s
wNsfhda.hg ,la lsÍu iïnkaOfhkao we;súh
hq;=h'
Wod( f;dr;=re b,a,Sula ;=<ska hï wêldßhl
wl%ñl;djhla
wkdjrKh
lr.kakd
mqrjeisfhl=f.a ó<Õ mshjr úh hq;af;a
ta iïnkaOfhka w,a,ia fldñiu fyda
fmd,sish fyda wod< fjk;a wdh;khla fj;
fhduqj fï iïnkaOfhka meñKs,s fldg
jerÈlrejka kS;sh yuqjg meñKùuhs'
,nd.kakd f;dr;=re wod< .egÆj úifËk
wdldrhg ksis f,i l%shdfõ fhoùu f;dr;=re
oek.ekSfï whs;sh Ndú;d lrk ishÆ
mqrjeishkaf.a hq;=lula f,i ie,lsh hq;=h'
mqrjeishkaf.a odhl;ajh jvd;a il%Sh uÜgñka
wdKavqlrKh i|yd fhdod.; yelafla túghs'
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f;dr;=re oek.ekSfï whs;sjdislu ms<sn| mk;

5'5' cd;sl wdrlaIdù ms<sn| jH;sf¾Lfha
/ljrKh
f;dr;=re mk; iïu; ùfuka miq fmdÿ
wêldÍka mkf;ys f;dr;=re b,a,Sï m%;slafIam
l< yels jH;sf¾Ç wjia:d ^j' 5^1&& w;ßka
iq,N jYfhka Ndú;d lrkq we;ehs wfmalaId
flrefKa cd;sl wdrlaIdú ms<sn| jH;sf¾Lhhs'
flfia kuq;a fï jk ;=re;a fmdÿ wêldßhla
úiska Wla; jH;sf¾Ç wjia:dj fhdod.;a
wjia:djla ms<sn| TISL fj; jd¾;d ù fkdue;'
Wod( 2017$07$13 Èk isú,a wdrlaIl n,ldh fj;
l< f;dr;=re b,a,Su fj; 2017$07$17 jk
Èk ishÆ b,a,Sï j,g wod< f;dr;=re TISL
fj; ,nd fokq ,eìK' cd;sl wdrlaIdj'
ms<sn| jH;sf¾Lh fuys§ fhdod fkd.eksK'

5'6' RTI flfrys isú,a iudc odhl;ajh
f;dr;=re oek.ekSfï whs;sh ms<sn| mk;
iudch ;=< m%p,s; lsÍu flfrys isú,a
ixúOdk oelajQfha m%YxikSh odhl;ajhls' mk;
mqrjeishka w;r m%j¾Okh lsÍfï§ úúO isú,a
ixúOdkj, fuu odhl;ajh m%Odk jYfhka
fldgia follg fnfoa'
1' mqrjeishka oekqj;alsÍu iy mqyqKqj ,nd§fï
jevigyka'
2' fmdÿ hym; Wfoid mqrjeishka ksfhdackh
lrñka uyck wêldÍka fj; f;dr;=re
b,a,Sï f.dkq lsÍu'
isú,a iudc ixúOdk ;=<ska mk; m%j¾Okh
lsÍug m%YxikSh ld¾hNdrhla bgq jqjo
uyckhd ksfhdackh lrñka fmdÿ ld,Sk
.eg¿ iïnkaOfhka f;dr;=re b,a,Sï f.dkq
lsÍu iïnkaOfhka m%udKj;a ld¾hNdrhla
bgq lsÍug yels ù ke;' mk; m%dfhda.sl
Ndú;hg meñK t;rï ld,hla .;j f.dia
fkdue;s fujka ixl%dka;s iuhl" mqrjeishdf.a
oekqj;aNdjh jeä lsÍu muKla m%udKj;a
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fkdjk w;r bÈß .ukalrejl= f,i mqrjeishd
yg kdhl;ajh ,nd §ug o isú,a iudc
ixúOdkhlg j.lSula ;sfí' flfia kuq;a
fï iïnkaOfhka jk fuf;la ÿr w;aoelSu
wkqj mk; m%j¾Okhg muKla isú,a iudc
ixúOdk j, wjOdkh fhduqù we;s kuq;a th
m%dfhda.slj ish wdh;k úiskau l%shdfõ fhoùu
isÿù we;af;a w;sYh wju uÜgulsks'
;;a;ajh isú,a iudc ixúOdk uÜgñka tfia
jqjo" ìï uÜgfï m%cd uq,sl ixúOdk f;dr;=re
oek.ekSfï whs;sh m%dfhda.slj Ndú;fha
fhoùu w;ska hï;dla ÿrlg W;aiql ù we;s
nj ksÍlaIKh l, yels úh'

6' iudma;s igyk
¥IK" jxpd iy wl%ñl;d uev,Sug ia:dms;
w,a,ia fldñiu" wdodhï nÿ fomd¾;fïka;=j
iy wfkl=;a tall yryd fmdÿ wêldÍka"
foaYmd,k{hka fukau fmdÿ ck;dj fj;o
úysÿKq tla m%n, n,mEula fõ' tkï" ¥IKldÍ
l%shdjla flf¾ fhduqùug fmr Wla; tallhka
fj; ta iïnkaOfhka l%shd;aulùug we;s
n,h ms<sn| iajhx wk;=re weÕùula ´kEu
mqoa.,hl= ;=< yg.ekSuhs' fuys m%;sM,hla f,i
tjka úIudpÍ l%shd flfrys fhduq fkdùfï
keUqre;djhla we;sfõ'
RTI iïnkaOfhka jk ;;a;ajh o fujka
iajrEmhla .ekSug t;rï l,la .; fkdjkq
we;' j.ùu i|yd ia:dms; ffk;sl ne£u
bÈßfha§ ´kEu ;eke;af;l= isÿlrk l%shdjl
úksúoNdjh m%Yak flfrkq we;' RTI u.ska
fndfyda fõÈldjkays ;sr .,jd bj;alr yudrh'
f;dr;=re oek.ekSfï whs;sh ms<sn| mkf;ys
wd.ukh hq.hl wdrïNhls' th wkaO
ñksfil=f.a mfhys .efgk udKslHhla fuka
wj;lafiare fldg u.yeßh hq;a;la fkdfõ'
Y%S ,xldfõ kQ;k fjiaÜ$ñksiag¾ l%ufha
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wdrïNh kj foaYmd,k hq.hl wdrïNh
f,i o ie,l=ko" rdcdKavq l%ufhka Tíng
.sh m%YxikSh foaYmd,k fjki w;aú£ug
mqrjeishka yg wjiaj:dj fkd,enqfKa ish
whs;Ska wvq;lafiare lsÍfï m%;sM,hla f,ih'
¥IKh" kS;sfha wdêm;Hfha ì| jeàu yd
taldêm;s;ajh jeks w÷re fijKe,s rdcHhla
jid.ekSu Pkao whs;sh jeks mqrjeis whs;Ska ksis
f,i Ndú;d fkdlsÍfï m%;súmdl fõ' f;dr;=re
oek.ekSfï whs;sh ms<sn|j j¾;udkfha
mqrjeishdf.a oekqj;aNdjfha wvqjla mej;sho
l%ñlj th mqrjd .; hq;=j ;sfí'

f;dr;=re oek.ekSfï whs;sh rdcHh úiska
yqfola ish hymd,k m%;sm;a;s yqjd oelaùu
Wfoid mqrjeishd fj; m%odkh lrkq ,nk
jrodkhla f,i fkdie,lsh hq;=h' Wla;
wdl,amh jQ l,S mqrjeis fkdoekqj;aNdjh iy
md,l ys;ldó rdcH m%;sm;a;Ska hk idOlhkays
M,hls' oek.ekSfï whs;sh hkq rdcHhl
j.ùfï hq;=lu iy;sl lrkq jia ck;djg
tu rdcHh m%Yak lsÍug we;s whs;sjdisluls'
tu whs;sjdislu y÷kd.ekSu iy Bg ksis
ms<s.ekSu ,nd§u rdcHfha hq;=lula f,i
ie,lsh hq;=h'

fhduqj
RTI Watch. 2017' RTI Watch.
November ui 11 jeksod' ;lafiare
l<d 2017 November ui 11 jeksod'
http://www.rtiwatch.lk.
Sri Lanka Guardian. 2017.
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A Knockout Punch by Security on
Liberty: The Proposed Counter
Terror Law
ERMIZA TEGAL
The author analyses the proposed Counter
Terrorism Law in reference to legal theory and
comparative practices and states that, within
the context of internationalized discourse on
security and anti-terror, this law would have
broad implications on liberty, human rights
and the rule of law in Sri Lanka.

1. Introduction
‘We have to be vigilant from the very beginning;
if you concede the next step every next step will
lead to erosion of the rule of law and disregard for
human dignity’1
Sri Lanka is conceding yet again on the
question of security. The latest concession - a
counter terrorism law. It will be a permanent
concession. This article will make the case
for standing in opposition to the proposed
counter terror law. It will argue that by even
contemplating such a law, even to debate its
strengths and weaknesses, we are missing an
opportunity to focus on rebuilding an eroded
rule of law and introducing to Sri Lankan
governance a regard for human dignity.

Ermiza Tegal is an Attorney at Law. Her practice of over ten
years situates itself in the public law domain with a special
focus on addressing torture, and in the family law domain,
particularly on domestic violence.
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There have been a series of critiques to the
proposed Counter Terrorism Act (CTA),
mainly on the basis that the proposed law
does not live up to the human rights standards
and expectations of the Sri Lankan people.
The critiques have favoured a review of the
legislation to bolster human rights protections. I
take the position that the proposed law in itself
is fundamentally destructive to the fabric of
governance in Sri Lanka. This is demonstrated
by foregrounding Sri Lankan legal history, and
the international and domestic contexts in
which the law is contemplated. The legal theory
| Vol 28 | Issue 344 | Dec. 2017
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and comparative practices this paper draws on
helps to frame the proposition and understand
the various latent and manifest implications.
The proposed law follows a colonial legal
tradition of control and must be understood
as part of a legal regime that responds to
extraordinary or emergency situations. While
the response is extraordinary, the law itself
proposes to be part of our ordinary law. This
law and any law similar to it in nature becomes
a tool of governance. In hoping to foster good
governance, these tools cannot escape serious
scrutiny. In evaluating the need for such legal
reform, if it is reform at all, we must also react
to contradictions in the language of the law on
the purpose, the redundant criminalization of
certain acts, and the exceptionalizing of human
rights protection.

2. Theory on Security Powers
During times of unrest a handful of liberal
democracies have been quick to draw on
emergency powers, straining the relationship
between security and rights. It is a reaction
that has been responsible for shaping the
discourse on security, advocating aggressively
Schmittian2 notions of authoritarian executive
power as the only effective response.3 This
trend has been described as ‘the West is in the
midst of a fundamental shift in its criminal
and constitutional law from a paradigm of
liberty to a paradigm of security’.4 The novelty
in the exercise of emergency, now security,
powers post 9/11 lies in the justification for
permanence of such powers.5
If the executive in wielding power during
emergency is impartial and aims only at dealing
with the emergency at hand in order to restore
‘normalcy’, the shift in power in favour of
LST REVIEW
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the executive would not be problematic. Yet,
history has shown us that time and time again
the unchecked executive is blinded by the task
at hand to human rights concerns and becomes
comfortable with the ease of wielding unbridled
power. In the worst case the executive, perhaps
motivated by personal political gain, digresses
completely from principles of democracy and
human rights. This reality has been described
and documented extensively.6
Schmitt framed emergency discourse within
the juridical problem of the limits of law. By
placing the ‘exception’ outside the scope of
law and recognizing that the ‘sovereign’ (or
in other words the executive) may operate
outside the scope of the law, Schmitt removes
the sovereign from being subject to law. In the
modern revival of Schmittian logic a more
legally restrained approach is taken by scholars
such as Oren Gross and Mark Tushnet. Gross
identifies a ‘business as usual’ model and
three forms of accommodating emergency:
constitutional, legislative and interpretive
accommodation, before proceeding to develop
an ‘extra-legal measures’ model. The ‘business
as usual model’ represent constitutions which
are silent on emergency having the effect of
a constitution that is applicable regardless of
the situation the State faces, the constitutional
accommodation model regulates emergency
through constitutional provisions, the
legislative model by enactment of emergency
legislation and the interpretive model through
the interpretive jurisprudence of courts (Gross
and Ní Aoláin 2006, 35-79). Gross’s case
for an extra-legal measures model7 is based
on creating an environment in which public
officials are able to act ‘extra legally’ in times
of crisis provided that they later acknowledge
their actions. This idea attracted much criticism
including criticism highlighting the difficulty
of maintaining a separation between exception
25
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and normalcy and impractical onus on public
officials to subject themselves ex post facto
to judicial review (Scheuerman 2006, 72).
Sri Lanka has constitutional provisions for
regulating emergency, being a common law
jurisdiction there is case law, though limited,
that has developed the legal application of
emergency provisions, and finally there are
legislative enactments, the Public Security
Ordinance(PSO) and the Prevention of
Terrorism Act (PTA) which all form part of the
ordinary law.

of the PTA when ‘Despite the protests of
Amnesty International, CRM and other civil
libertarians many Sri Lankans did not question
the law initially because they believed it applied
only to Tamil separatists’ (Udagama 1998,
277-8). Dyzenhaus points out that we cannot
also rely solely on judicial supervision, and
suggests ‘institutional experiments’ governed
by the rule of law, whereby public officials
are empowered to ensure that emergency
powers are employed within the spirit of the
constitution (Dyzenhaus, 2008).

Tushnet draws our attention to political
controls on emergency on the justification
that they are more consistent with democratic
and constitutional components of modern
democracies than judicial controls (Tushnet
2007, 277). He relies on the potential of
bargaining power within parliaments to lobby
for human rights and parliamentary process
for rights-vetting, such as non partisan advice
from the Attorney General and pressure from
specialized bureaucracies and adverse publicity
for anti-human rights measures which would
force governments to establish commissions
of inquiry and address transgression of
rights. Tushnet concedes that these political
controls may not work in countries with
unified or majoritarian governments, as
there are no groups to strongly oppose and
successfully question governmental actions.
Sri Lanka exhibits several features that do not
favour such political control, such as a single
chamber legislature and the fact that members
of parliament are liable to lose their seat if
they do not toe party lines. The sentiment
that “authoritarian regimes and popular
mobilization are by no means necessarily
opposed” (Scheuerman 2006, 74) rings true for
Sri Lanka. This means that public deliberation
or outcry may not be able to mount a sufficient
check. This is demonstrated with the passing

Nesiah discusses in detail the dominant
approaches to emergency power in liberal
constitutional law and solutions of better
law, institutions and norms that it proposes
and observes that theorists are united in their
subscription to political legitimacy towards
ensuring that emergency powers are constrained
rather than authorized (Nesiah 2010, 122).
She concludes that ‘the remedy is not about
devising doctrinal and other strategies to
extend the rule of law further in the zone of the
exception: emergencies are already expressive of
the rule of laws underbelly’ and that we need to
not only bring in rule of law to emergencies but
also scrutinize the rule of law – interrogate the
normal (Nesiah 2010, 144-145).
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3. International Discourse on
Security Powers
There are two international discourses
on emergency or security powers. (1)
international standards for protecting human
rights during periods of emergency and (2)
internationalization of emergency policy by
way of security and anti-terrorism concerns.
The difference is that the former is a cautious
and responsible approach to emergency
power whereas the latter has less restraint and
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proposes a variety of models having an extralegal character.

3.1 International Standards
These standards have developed less as a
response to crisis situations and more as a
comparative and collective effort of learning
from emergency experiences. These standards
are found in the form of treaties and their
subsequent interpretation. Four major treaties8
are directly relevant and there are differences
in standards advocated by each. The difficulty
in reaching universal acceptance has favoured
the promulgation of non treaty based standards
(Fitzpatrick 1994, 50). Two significant sources
are the United Nations International Covenant
on Civil and Political Rights9 together with the
Siracusa Principles;10 and the Paris Minimum
Standards of Human Rights Norms in States of
Emergency.11

3.2 Internationalization of Emergency
Policy or ‘Contemporary
International Practice’
Internationalized emergency theory on the
other hand is a direct response to particular
crises and gains credence as an international
measure addressing a ‘global threat’, based on
the specific attacks faced by the US and UK.
Sri Lanka’s security regime has not had the
benefit of input from international standards
on emergency rule. However internationalized
emergency theory is reflected in many of the
recent developments in this area: Emergency
Regulations No.7 of 2006 was justified also
by reference to Sri Lanka’s international legal
obligations in particular the UN Security
Council Resolution 1373 (2001) in relation
to terrorism, and in UN General Assembly
Resolution A/HRC/RES/30/1 (2015) which
states, the UN “Welcomes the commitment
LST REVIEW
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of the Government of Sri Lanka to review the
Public Security Ordinance Act and to review
and repeal the Prevention of Terrorism Act, and
to replace it with anti-terrorism legislation in
accordance with contemporary international
best practices” (emphasis added).

4. Security Powers in Sri Lanka
4.1 A Legal Framework Evolved from
Fear and Repression
Britain’s use of martial law represented the non
statutory extraordinary powers of the executive
to cope with violent crises. It was primarily
employed against any perceived threat in the
colonies where governors maintained authority
with a limited number of soldiers (Townshend
1982, 168). The British parliamentary debates
over martial law proclamations and consequent
measures during the 1848 Kandyan riots in
Ceylon expose the “tension between British
constitutional ideals and the grittier exigencies
of imperial rule, especially in the non-white
dominions” (Kostal 2000, 2). Britain’s own
legal development is insightful, with the
Defence of the Realm Act (DORA) of 1924
enacted days after the outbreak of World War
I, which later resulted in ‘patently ludicrous’
regulations such as a prohibition on dog
shows and the supply of cocaine to actresses
and overly broad application extending to
‘spreading of false rumours and alleged ‘hostile
origin or association’. When the DORA lapsed
the Emergency Powers Act was enacted and the
legislative accommodation of security powers
has only continued to grow. It is a British mix of
a constitutional framework devoid of complex
formalities regulating emergency power and the
extensive use of legislative enactments enabling
emergency power that is transplanted in the
colony of Ceylon.
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The Ceylon (State Council) Order in Council
(1931), entrusted the Governor of Ceylon with
‘reserve powers’ amongst which were extensive
emergency powers. Section 30 of the Ceylon
(Constitution) Order in Council 1946 as
recommended by the Soulbury Commission
ensured that emergency powers remained with
the Crown and justified this on the basis that it
would be necessary for the Crown to legislate
in the event of war or grave national emergency
and the breakdown of the constitutional
machinery (Ceylon: Report of the Commission
on Constitutional Reform 1945, 93). It was in
operation for merely three months before being
revoked by the Ceylon Independence Order of
1947. Contemporaneously the Public Security
Ordinance of 1947 (PSO) was enacted ‘with
the aid and advice of the State Council’ which
provided for the Governor of Ceylon to issue
emergency regulations. The PSO, a response
to the general strike of 1947, is the ‘final law
of (the) colonial era’ (Sri Lanka Briefing Paper
2009, ii). It was passed as an ‘urgent bill’ in
ninety minutes (Manoharan 2006, 22) and
drew warnings from the floor of the house that
the matter required careful consideration.12It
was this Ordinance that was incorporated into
the Ceylon Independence Order and carried
forward by the 1972 Republican Constitution
and the present 1978 Constitution of Sri
Lanka.
The PSO is divided into three parts. Part one
deals with proclamations of emergency, Part
two with Emergency Regulations and Part three
with special powers of president. The powers
in part three appear to be available to the
President without necessarily being preceded
by a state of emergency being declared. The
powers include calling out all or any of the
armed forces to maintain public order (Section
12), seizure and removal of offensive weapons
(Section 13), declaring curfew (Section 16),
28

declaring any service as an essential service
(Section 17) and for police officers, to arrest
without a warrant persons violating curfew or
interfering with ‘essential services’ (Section 18).
Sri Lanka’s first declaration of formal emergency
since British rule was in 195313 in response to a
Left initiated hartal in response to UNP budget
proposals. Since then, Sri Lanka has been
governed longer under emergency than it has
not, the longest period under emergency rule
being from 1983 to 2001 (Coomaraswamy and
de los Reyes 2004, 272). Under President J. R.
Jayawardene, the extant emergency framework
was strengthened by the introduction of the
Prevention of Terrorism Act (PTA) of 1979.
Enacted as a temporary piece of legislation,
the statute was made permanent in 1982. In
May 2000 a new set of emergency regulations
(under the PSO) were issued after the LTTE
captured a military base in the Northern
Province of Sri Lanka. In July 2001 when the
state of emergency lapsed following a ceasefire
agreement, emergency powers continued to be
exercised by the government regardless of the
absence of a state of emergency (Edirisinghe
2004, 23). Edirisinghe states that the
government resorted to implementing arrest
and detention powers provided for in Part II
of the Public Security Ordinance and utilized
Section 27 of the PTA to enable ministerial
enactment of regulations. In 2003 regulations
under the PTA included the creation of ‘high
security zones’,14 restriction of areas for fishing15
and the extension of police powers to keep in
custody persons who surrendered.16 Between
2006 and 2009 over 20 new emergency
regulations were gazetted (International
Commission of Jurists 2009).
By operation of law the state of emergency
lapsed by 30th August 2011. It was a significant
step for Sri Lanka to formally recognize that the
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extraordinary conditions of threats to security
no longer existed. However the PTA continues
to operate today. On 6th August 2011 the
President of Sri Lanka under the PSO by Order
published in an Extraordinary Gazette called
out all of the armed forces for the purpose
of maintaining public order in specified
areas. On 8th August 2011, two regulations
cited as the ‘Emergency (Administration
of Local Authorities) Regulation’ were
gazetted by the President. One caused the
term of office of Councillors and Members
of specified local authorities to cease having
effect as long as the said regulations were
in force (Emergency Regulation No. 6 of
2011). The other regulation transferred the
administration of affairs by specified officers of
the local authorities to the respective Divisional
Secretaries (Emergency Regulation No. 7 of
2011). On 29th August 2011, a regulation cited
as the Prevention of Terrorism (Extension of
Application) Regulations No. 3 of 2011 was
published, by which the emergency regulations
on administration of local authorities
mentioned above and the appointment of the
Commissioner-General of Rehabilitation were
re-enacted as PTA regulations. The scramble
to adopt a range of emergency powers into
ordinary legislation, contemporaneous with
the ceasing of the state of emergency, is
evident. It is precisely this institutionalizing
and normalizing of emergency powers that
international standards aim to prevent.

4.2 Security Mindedness of Governance
in Sri Lanka
Coomaraswamy and de los Reyes (2004,
274) capture succinctly the way in which the
Sri Lankan State has since the 1940s used
emergency power and security justification
for overriding civil liberties to ‘protect’ public
services such as food distribution, transportation,
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and communication services. A recent example
of this is the Government’s response to the
garbage crisis earlier in 2017. Following the
tragedy at Meethotamulla, Colombo’s garbage
was redirected towards sites on the outskirts of
Colombo in Wattala, Kesbewa, Dompe, etc.
This was met with protests from concerned
local communities and elected local government
representatives, including blocking roads to
prevent trucks from dumping garbage.17 Instead
of taking prompt and reasonable action to
re-assure communities and engage with their
legitimate concerns, the government chose to
promulgate a Presidential order under the PSO.
On April 20th 2017 the President passed an order
declaring garbage disposal an essential service
(Gazette Extraordinary 20 April 2017). The
order stipulated that this included “All services,
work or labour or any description whatsoever,
necessary or required to be done in connection
with any undertaking performed or maintained
by any local authority or for and on behalf of any
such local authority, for the clearance, collection,
transportation, temporary storage, processing,
separation, treatment, disposal and sale of street
refuse, house refuse or other similar matter.”
The implications of the order, detailed in
Section 17 of the PSO, were summed up in a
statement released on the website of the office
of the President. According to the statement,
the order effectively makes it an offence to “[T]
hreaten, obstruct or delay anyone who is engaged
in or block any property on which these persons are
engaged in the aforementioned duties by force or in
a defamatory manner, verbally or in writing, or
by any other means.”18After the order there were
reports of several arrests having been made.19
The order went unnoticed and unquestioned.
The arrests drew little media attention and no
outrage on the repressive rule it represented.
This is deeply disturbing from the point of view
of democratic norms and civil liberties. The use
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of the PSO highlights a disturbing tendency of
the government at securitising public democratic
protests and expressions of concern over
development issues. The interpretation by the
office of the President (in the statement from
the official website quoted above) that the order
also criminalises verbal or written expression of
protest as defamatory runs contrary to freedoms
enshrined in the Constitution, at the very
least. It is one example of the manner in which
a culture of rule by fear and repression has
become an accepted norm, an accepted form of
governance.
It is in the above context, together with other
trends of widespread police torture and lack of
accountability, minimalist judicial intervention
in matters claimed to be concerning ‘security’
and an overall weak political and legal
framework for redress for rights violations, that
the counter terror law is proposed.

5. The Proposed Counter
Terrorism Act
In October 2015, the Sirisena-Wickremasingha
coalition government co-sponsored with
the US and the UN Resolution A/HRC/
RES/30/1 containing the commitment of the
Government of Sri Lanka to “review the Public
Security Ordinance Act and to review and repeal
the Prevention of Terrorism Act, and to replace
it with anti-terrorism legislation in accordance
with contemporary international best practices”.
The Cabinet approved a first draft of the
Counter Terrorism Act (CTA) policy
framework20 in October 2016. Thereafter
in April 2017 a second draft21 was hastily
approved by Cabinet in anticipation of a vote
at the European Union on a motion to deprive
Sri Lanka of the GSP+.
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Critiques of the proposed law have mainly
taken the position that the proposed law
must be amended to improve human rights
safeguards. In May 2017, a joint paper by
the Foundation for Human Rights (FHR)
and the University of Pretoria’s Institute for
International and Comparative Law in Africa
(ICLA) states “further amendments should be
made to transform the PLFCTA into a human
rights compliant framework for countering
terrorism.” In July 2017, the position of the UN
Rapporteur on Human Rights and Counter
Terrorism after his visit to Sri Lanka was that
“There is still time to get this legislation right,
and for it to become the cornerstone of a new
order in Sri Lanka.”
Below are some observations highlighting the
problematic nature of the provisions of the
CTA. It is not an exhaustive list or analysis
as this article is concerned with the stage on
which the CTA is proposed.
The definition of “terrorism” that has been
adopted by the latest version of the CTA is
that contained in the Draft Comprehensive
Convention on International Terrorism (CCIT).
The current draft states that “In view of the
vagueness of the previous definition of ‘terrorism’,
the definition has been amended…”. The fact that
the draft CCIT being first proposed in 1996 by
India continues to be debated without resolution
on mainly the definition of ‘terrorism’ that is to
be adopted in the convention, does not bode well
for the clarity that the drafters of the proposed
legislation refer to. One of the definitional
concerns is that it fails to recognize legitimate
struggle and right to self-determination. There
is also controversy over whether acts of armed
forces during armed conflict can constitute a
terrorist offence and whether ‘state terror’ is
recognized. These controversies must be carefully
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considered for appropriateness of application in
Sri Lanka.
The proposed law clearly states two broad
objectives; addressing domestic terrorism and
international terrorism. Under the objective
of domestic terrorism, the law seeks to protect
Sri Lanka’s national security, the security of its
people, territorial integrity, and to prevent such
terrorism. Under the international terrorism
objective, it seeks to “protect other countries
and areas from the scourge of terrorism” and
prevent the use of Sri Lanka and its people for
the perpetration of terrorism overseas. It is
proposed that these objectives must be separately
evaluated and addressed. There is no value in
recognizing and attempting to address ‘domestic
terrorism’ when there is a clear change in level
of threat and there being sufficient domestic
law, including the Public Security Ordinance,
to address threats and situations of emergency
from time to time. By continuing to shine a
legal spotlight on domestic terrorism, an excuse
and justification is created for law enforcement
officials to wield extraordinary power in
ordinary criminal matters. The fact that this
might be the case has been recognized by the
proposed law which states “Provisions of the Act
shall not be enforced to …prosecute persons who
may have committed offences unrelated to acts of
terrorism ...”. However we know this protective
language will be weak in implementation. There
have been instances in which the police have
used the PTA and reference to detention orders
to arrest and detain suspects in ordinary criminal
matters. Reference to terrorism also has the
effect of dissuading the use of judicial discretion,
a tendency that no doubt will carry forward into
the implementation of this law if it is to pass.
The proposed law empowers (in Section IV of
the current draft) members of the armed forces
or the coast guard to question persons, carry
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out searches and their assistance may be sought
by police officers to carry out an arrest. The
explicit role of military officers dealing with
civilians opens up a number of possibilities for
abuse of this power.
Judicial supervision of arrests and detention
has been removed in cases where there is an ex
facie valid Detention Order. The Magistrate’s
role is administrative in that he can inspect
the Detention Order and then must direct
the handing over of the suspect for detention.
The culture of ousted judicial scrutiny over
arrests under the CTA is of serious concern.
Even where there is no Detention Order and
the officer in charge makes an application
for detention, the magistrate is empowered
to direct detention if he/she concludes that
grounds for remand are reasonable. Given the
practice of Magistrates to defer to the opinion
of the police in matters involving allegations
of ‘terrorism’ as has been borne out by the
practice under the PTA, it is extremely unlikely
that discretion will be exercised in the manner
contemplated in the proposed law. This is likely
to lead to many cases of prolonged detention.
These are the very trends in practice that Sri
Lanka must move away from. In enacting
laws that further protect and strengthen such
practice, and create an opportunity for abuse of
power, we are failing to improve the standards
of criminal procedure. We are instead creating
new opportunities for human rights violations
under the cover of law reform.

6. Conclusion
‘Those who would give up essential Liberty, to
purchase a little temporary Safety, neither deserve
Liberty nor Safety’. Letter of Pennsylvania
Assembly to Governor Robert Morris, November,
11, 1775.
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These words are demonstrably true for Sri
Lanka. Moving towards these ideals ought
to be part of the conversation and this paper
attempts to frame just that position.
The broader question of governance and the way
we deal with the subject of ‘counter terrorism’
is intrinsically linked and has bearing on the
current debates on constitutional reform and
transitional justice. It is linked to the everyday
in the way we as Sri Lankans experience
widespread torture, arrests made in the name
of essential services and police intimidation
by threat of extended periods of detention
under the prevailing anti terror law. It is an
opportunity to learn from our past, and the
histories of countries with similar experience
which are coded in international standards on
dealing with ‘terror’. It is the internationalized
discourse on security and anti-terror that has
been applied to our context. To what extent
this internationalized consciousness of security
and anti-terror, and the deeply divisive and

repressive nature of the tools it promotes, has
been evaluated for application in Sri Lanka is
a question we must ask ourselves. In answering
this question for myself, I see only redundancy,
deterioration of human rights protections and
strengthened impunity in the proposed counter
terror law.
A way forward, similar to the proposals by
Nesiah in tackling the issue of emergency, and
broadly of security, is to scrutinize Sri Lanka’s
current legal and political framework before
proposing what appears to be a stand alone
solution to dealing with ‘terror’. Legislation,
once deemed necessary for specific objectives
or addressing of specific gaps, must take a
form that fits into the broader existing legal
framework relating to emergency. The language
and approach couched as a series of restraints
as opposed to authorizing power must be
only undertaken after or parallel to efforts to
strengthen the rule of law and address impunity
and abuse of such powers.

Notes
1

2

Arthur Chakalson, President of
the Constitutional Court of South
Africa from 1994 to 2001 and
Chief Justice of South Africa from
2001 to 2005. He is quoted by
Mary Robinson (Former UN High
Commissioner for Human Rights)
in Connecting human rights,
human development and human
security, Human rights in the
‘war on terror’, Edited by Richard
Wilson, New York: Cambridge
University Press, 2005, p, 308.
Carl Schmitt was one of the early
commentators on emergency power.
Schmitt’s work is considered the
ideological foundation of the Nazi
regime. His book Political Theology
(originally “Politische Theologie”
published in 1922) and the now
popular first phrase in his book
‘sovereign is he who decides on the
exception’ captures his contribution
to the scholarship on emergency
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Damage, Urging Action : Report
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terrorism,
counterterrorism
and human rights. Geneva:
International
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6-10, 2002, p. 2. Dyzenhaus,
David. The Constitution of Law:
Legality in a Time of Emergency.
Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 2006, p. 2.
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Case studies reported by the
International
Commission
of
Jurists, in their 2009 report;
“Assessing Damage, Urging Action
: Report of the eminent jurist panel
on terrorism, counter-terrorism
and human rights, Geneva, 2009,”
http://icj.org/IMG/EJP-report.pdf.
The extra-legal measures model
here is different from the model
proposed by political realists
who advocate ‘a no holds barred’
strategy to emergency, which gives
governments unrestrained freedom
to deal with emergency situations;
Gross and Ní Aoláin. Law in times
of crisis, pp. 110-111
International Covenant on Civil
and Political Rights, European
Convention on Human Rights,
American Convention on Human
Rights and the Geneva Conventions
of 1949 in their common Article 3.
For an overview of the emergency
related human rights standards in
these four treaties see Fitzpatrick.
Human rights in crisis, pp. 51-55.
This covenant was adopted by
General Assembly Resolution
2200A (XXI) of 16 December
1966 and entered into force on 23
March 1976. (Hereinafter referred
to as ‘ICCPR’)

10
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Siracusa
Principles
on
the
Limitation and Derogation of
Provisions in the International
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PTA regulations No 7 and 8 of
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PTA regulation No.11 of 2001.
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The Paris Minimum Standards of
Human Rights Norms in States of
Emergency (hereinafter referred
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Enforcement of Human Rights Law
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Parliamentarian Dr. A. P. de Zoysa,
Member of Colombo South, noted,
“An unscrupulous Minister, and
unscrupulous Prime Minister, could
make use of this very law to detain
innocent people”. - Hansard of the
State Council debate, 10 June 1947.
Quoted in Manoharan, Counter
terrorism legislation in Sri Lanka,
p.22.
Queen’s University Belfast, School of
Law Website, “States of Emergency
Database: Sri Lanka”, http://www.
qub.ac.uk/schools/SchoolofLaw/
Research/HumanRightsCentre/
Resources/html/Filetoupload,
53194,en.htm.
(Accessed
on
August 16, 2009). See Manoharan,
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PTA regulation No. 3 of 2001
declaring Colombo a high security
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Unfinished Conversations with
Vijay Nagaraj: Intersections,
Inspiration, Influence, Confluence,
Challenges and Debates
SARALA EMMANUEL
This reflection by Sarala Emmanuel focuses
on Vijay’s work with communities. The article
draws on various conversations the author
had with Vijay. She reflects on how his access
to global knowledge networks influenced the
creation and support of ‘barefoot feminist
economists’ that linked labour rights, land
rights, caste struggles and women’s movements.
She also discusses how Vijay worked to support
local communities’ advocacy in relation to the
proposed constitution.

Sarala Emmanuel is a feminist researcher and activist. She
works with Suriya in Batticaloa primarily on women’s
economic rights, violence against women, and for peace
with justice.
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ijay had many unfinished conversations.
It was through these conversations that
he built enduring relationships and deep
friendships. One such conversation was around
ways to build politicized mass movements that
form the backbone of lobbying for national
policy and laws. This emerged from deep
frustrations we both shared around civil society
processes of lobbying which were often devoid
of any movement building or any process to
ground itself in a broad-based legitimacy within
communities. We spoke of the default strategy
of using our own elite networks, school contacts
and informal relationships to get things done
and the deep discomfort around it. We spoke
of the ways in which women’s movement
and human rights activist communities had
moved away from the everyday work of
conscientization; of the arduous work of
enabling community women’s voices to be
spoken and heard; of how, without all this, the
elites easily become the ‘representative voices’.
These conversations influenced our collective
work around socio-economic rights. We spoke
of the importance of bringing in people’s
everyday lived experiences of poverty into our
debates on socio-economic rights. We spoke
of the importance of framing experiences of
poverty in terms of marginalisation or denial
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of entitlements. Drawing from existing legacies
of thought and practice, we spoke of bringing
in women’s experiences, such as women’s care
work and reproductive labour into debates
on socio-economic rights. We worked on
reconceptualising poverty from experience
and not just rely on data and predefined
frameworks.

in conversation with feminist theories. Through
this we hoped to build a new knowledge and
language. This in turn would feed back into a
mass based mobilisation among women. We
designed a method to create a core team of
‘barefoot feminist economists’, linking across
struggles - such as labour rights, land rights,
caste based struggles and women’s movements.

My contribution to the LST Review on
Queering the Law “A Biography of the
political Economy of Gender Relations in PostWar Eastern Sri Lanka” (Vol. 27, Issue 341,
December 2016) was one of the outcomes
of these conversations. I documented my
conversations with a community leader in
Batticaloa and placed her reflections as an
articulation of a ‘radical new social contract’.

We linked up with bilingual (English and
Tamil) feminist activists and scholars
from the women’s movement in Sri Lanka
such as Sitralega Maunaguru, Niyanthini
Kadirgamar, Menaha Kandasamy, Subathra
Yogasingham, Vasuki Jeyasankar, Jegatheeswary Gunasingham, Anuradha Rajaratnam,
Elangeswary Arunasalam among others. We
also reached out to feminist thinkers such as K
Kalpana from Chennai, in designing the course.
One of the heated discussions in the initial
stages of developing the process was whether
to involve the women leaders themselves from
the very outset of the process of designing the
course. Vijay felt strongly that they must be
involved.

Another long conversation was around the
right to social security, specifically Samurdhi
– as an entitlement rather than anunqualified
component of the capitalist economy. In the
post war context, development plans remained
within market models and had had a huge
impact on women’s increasing debt, increased
vulnerability/exploitation, dispossession, sexualised nature of engagement with the markets as
well as the state (including sexual bribery) and
experiences of violence.
With several other feminist activists and
scholars we tried to envision a process of
designing a pedagogy of feminist learning on
concepts such as ‘social security as entitlement’.
We wanted to make feminist theories accessible
to community women leaders and local
women activists. We wanted to develop a colearning space, where knowledge was going
to be collectively built from everyday life
experiences. Following traditions of feminist
knowledge building, the idea was to create a
space for this form of knowledge to be brought
36

At the end of this process we aimed to have a
conceptually strong and articulate group of
women community leaders who would be able
to engage with the state on labour rights and
socio-economic rights on the wholeat all levels.
We were targeting the Parliamentary processes
of budget formulation and the debates around
the new constitution as the forums for this
work to come to fruition.
On the 24th August he was driving up to
Batticaloa to participate in the first meeting
with the women community leaders and
feminist activists. It was the moment where
all our conversations over the past year, were
finally taking form. It is then that we lost him.
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His influence on this work emerged, also from
his easy access to global knowledge networks.
He drew from South Asian - specifically Sri
Lankan academic knowledge - to strengthen our
community work, campaigns and lobbying with
state bodies. An example of this transformation
within our own work and movements was when
our debates around Samurdi and social security
got infused with perspectives that came from
feminist economics’ articulations, as well as
concepts of citizenship rights and labour rights.
In very practical and important ways he
transformed institutional spaces to enable
broad-based
movement
building
and
activism. Along with Dinushika and Sandun,
he helped create an ethos of openness and
movement based work ethics at LST. For
small organizations and collectives, not based
in Colombo, it was always important to have
supportive spaces to meet, organize, to freshen
up and rest during our trips to Colombo.Some
such moments include the time when families
of the disappeared in Batticaloa were welcomed
to use the LST space to strategize and debrief
after their official meeting with the Human
Rights Commission; or when the Suriya
editorial team used the LST office space over a
weekend, working into the night, to finalize the
editing of our 25th anniversary book, Kootru.

The Campaign for a People’s
Constitution
Perhaps one of the most emotionally
demanding conversations we had was around
our engagement with the new constitution
making process. We had both, independently
and together, been in conversation with those
who were engaged in the consultations for
the new constitution. Our conversations
centered around Suriya’s work on making
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the constitution a document over which
community women could feel a sense of
ownership. We worked with groups over many
weeks on understanding the constitution and
its importance to their lives and rights. We had
supported six different women’s groups to make
submissions to the consultations’ process on the
new constitution.
We were slowly realising that there were many
closed door and back door submissions as well
as meetings with regards to what should be
included in a draft constitution. One of the
most challenging moments was the realisation
that in the draft proposals, socio-economic
rights and rights of women may be diluted, if
included at all.
We had many conversations about how we can
mobilize a mass movement to push for people’s
rights in the constitution. We were part of a
core organizing team including networks and
organisations from outside Colombo. He always
paid attention to the power and politics around
language and class within Colombo based civil
society work. These aspects of hierarchy within
our structures and our movement spaces was
fundamental to his politics and how he worked.
This broad-based mobilisation meant a coming
together of traditional trade unions, The
Red Flag Union, Domestic Workers Union,
fisheries collectives, media, women movement
activists from different districts of the country,
northern and eastern based strong feminist
movements, collectives working on sexual
rights, and collectives working with people with
disabilities. This was one the most memorable
and fulfilling experiences for me as a feminist
activist.
As part of the core team, we brought hundreds
of people together in Colombo for a public
meeting and rally. There was clarity among
37
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those who came both in terms of the shared
significance of the people’s constitution along
with the diversity of rights we were asking
for. Personally, it was the first time that I was
part of a process with such a diverse group
of collectives and movements. The opening
statement at the public meeting was made by
representatives traditionally marginalised from
movement spaces, such as a leader working
for rights of those with disabilities. The
opening statements also strongly and directly
advocated for the rights of those of varied
sexual orientations and gender identities to be
enshrined within the constitution. The front
banner in the public rally was carried by many
of the women leaders and feminists across
ethnic identities. Behind this banner was the
Suriya cultural group singing activist songs in
Tamil and drumming. Vijay was an integral
part of the group of us that envisioned and
prioritised such symbolic acts that made this
historic moment very significant for me.
These times were also fraught with political
differences within civil society. We were
mobilizing across ethnic identities, movement
politics and gender hierarchies. Within our
own movements, there were divisions on which
rights to prioritize. Some of the preliminary
meetings were about bridging some of these
differences. For us, as movements based in the
North and East, there was an added challenge
of confronting critiques such as – why are we
focussing on socio-economic rights and issues
such as Samurdi, when the ‘burning question’
was the devolution of political power, self
determination and political equality to ethnic
minority communities.
Despite the differences, strong friendships and
networks grew from this process. It was during
this week that my mother suddenly passed away,
and her funeral was the day before the public
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rally. As a moving testament to the friendships
within the core organizing team, some of the
planning meetings were shifted to the funeral
parlour to enable us to be there together.
Reflecting on how Vijay did his political
work, he was often the catalyst that pulled
groups together- he worked behind the scenes,
focussing on the details of process, structure,
language and space. Through his friendships
and relationships of trust, he was able to bring
groups to work together who hadn’t previously
done so. He was rarely the face of things – only
people who knew his style of writing would
know he was behind a statement. He was very
aware of his position as a foreigner in Sri Lanka.
The e-mail below, in a nutshell, shows how
Vijay built and sustained political relationships
with warmth and trust.
On behalf of Sandun, Dinushika and myself,
I just wanted to say a very warm thank you to
each one of you for all your hard work in making
yesterday’s event what it became. We should sit
down and talk about it next week--what all of
us felt about it, what we learnt from it and also
more importantly what it means for us going
ahead-as individuals, a team and an org. I think
we would all learn from listening to appreciation,
questions, doubts, and whatever else...
For me personally, distributing leaflets was so
important. Even if it meant being snubbed by
some people (especially but not only those in big
cars) so many others took them, reaching out from
within buses, trishaws, cars...Yes, only some may
read it seriously but eventually it is on the streets
that democracy will be saved. It is there that every
important struggle for liberation in the world has
been waged...and everything we do must make
sure that it strengthens the hands of those who
work in the sun and rain and build this country
| Vol 28 | Issue 344 | Dec. 2017
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with their hands but for whose death no palace
flies a white flag (that beautiful Sinhala song
Roy’s group sang outside Temple Trees)...
I hope next week we can all sit down, over Marie
biscuits and tea/coffee, to reflect a little bit on
yesterday...
Thank you again
(On the 21 of September 2016, the day
following the Action for People’s Constitution
Rally.)
st

Feminist politics of activism and
institution building
Vijay’s close engagement with institutions
and networks in Colombo, meant many
conversations with different generations of
feminist activists about the history and nature
of feminist work in Sri Lanka. The debates
centered around the critique of work based on
a gender perspective - its NGO-isation and
professionalization of donor driven projects
which didn’t necessarily embody feminist
politics; the slow demise of feminist politics
and activism; the disillusionment around
institution building with older organisations
struggling to function. On the other hand,
younger women shying away from investing
their time and knowledge into building
institutions and traditional movements.
Our conversations around these debates were
really important to me, as through them, we
were able to articulate the importance of space,
structures and institutions that enabled and
ignited movements. We spoke of balancing
labour rights of women working in local
organisations (such as job security, salaries and
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benefits) and the taxing demands of movementbased activism. We spoke of class politics as
they existed among feminist collectives. We
spoke of the lack of political and historical
memory and understanding among younger
feminists. The conversations were stimulating
and enabled me to move away from a stagnant
debate on feminist movement building in Sri
Lanka.
Our conversations in turn enabled Vijay to slow
down and curb his frustrations around getting
things done quickly and with his understanding
of ‘efficiency’. He learned about the complexities
of everyday politics around women’s rights
work. I would talk to him about particularly
challenging legal cases, or the complex choices
women made to respond to violence in the home.
We spoke about the everyday violence in the
courts. We spoke about being slowed down by
the complexities of maintaining networks and
collectives against many odds.

Making new ideas, making space
He discussed with me his ideas around
mobilizing the urban poor in Colombo,
with regard to evictions and their housing
rights. I would challenge him about his own
role in advocating for their rights with state
bodies, parliamentarians and other powerful
actors, instead of focussing on organizing and
educating community members. We strategized
on how he could work with young girls and
boys on documenting the histories of their
settlements such as the one in Mayura Place in
Colombo. I pushed him to think outside the
circle of the known civil society actors while
building a small coalition to continue work on
housing rights. He was always inspired by the
women’s collectives and struggles in the North
and East, in relation to justice and truth;
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reforming Muslim Personal Laws; addressing
labour and debt, and housing rights.
He said that it was in Batticaloa that he
first publicly spoke about his work with
Mazdoor Kisan Shakthi Sanghtan (MKSS)
on the mobilisation around the right to
information act. He showed a film and spoke
of his own experience within that struggle.
He spoke about how it wasn’t about getting
the information from state bodies. It was
something more fundamental, namely that it
was about changing mindsets within people
and communities and renegotiating the social
contract between the people and the state.
It was about the consciousness that ‘I can
question my government… I can hold the state
accountable’. He spoke at great length about
the importance of a movement on the Right
to Information, and using song and music to
mobilise communities. He was very inspired
that women’s groups like Suriya still had strong
women’s cultural groups that used theatre and
song for community mobilizing and campaigns
at a time when many other communities had
abandoned such efforts.

Conversations: To be continued…
I would like to end with a draft of an article
that I had started writing following another
unfinished conversation with Vijay. He strongly
felt that one of the ways of creating a powerful
discourse around socio economic rights in the
constitution was by sharing personal narratives.
Shanthi lives in a small village near
Batticaloa. Displaced several times during
the war, having lost many family members,
Shanthi labours from morning to night—
selling vegetables and short eats from a
small shop out of her home; working in
a local women’s group; driving an auto;
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weaving baskets…Married off very young,
dropped out of school, she barely manages to
take care of her family, which also includes
her aged parents. Shanthi’s family has no
permanent house of their own. They are
not on the list of Samurdhi beneficiaries.
Shanthi’s story could well be the story of any
one of the thousands of women in the North
and East. She brought her story, questions
and hopes to the Public Representations
Committee on Constitutional Reforms
(PRC) when it held its sittings in Batticaloa
last year. She told me, “I never knew what
was in the constitution. I didn’t even know
what ‘constitution’ meant. I wanted to
know if the problems of women like me
were in there? And if not, I felt strongly
that my problems should be addressed
in the constitution. I too have rights…
“When I went in front of the constitutional
committee I wanted to ask ‘give me my
rights!’ I spoke about the value of my
work, about why Samurdhi should be my
right, and why we need elders’ support.”
Shanthi’s demand was an articulation of
the need for the constitution to be a social
contract between citizens and the state. For
it to play that role, it must then recognise
her struggles and her rights.
It has been argued that constitutionalising
social and economic rights will not guarantee
that it is the poor or most deserving who will
benefit. I fear that the debate on recognising
economic and social rights as fundamental
rights in the constitution has become very
detached from the lived experiences and
hopes of hundreds of thousands of women
and other marginalised persons.
When people ask what difference
constitutionalising social and economic
rights will make they are only thinking
| Vol 28 | Issue 344 | Dec. 2017
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of concrete, visible outcomes in a narrow
way. The process of recognising an issue and
enshrining rights for those affected lends
dignity to a certain lived experience. That
recognition—in Shanthi’s words, “if the
problems of women like me were in there”—
is inherently important. This recognition in
turn can enable further mobilising by those
otherwise unseen and unheard.
As for outcomes, yes, no doubt it will be a
struggle to make-real the constitutionalising
of economic and social rights and making
sure it benefits those who are most deserving.
But this is equally true of civil and political
rights. We all know that we may be ‘equal
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before the law’ but that if you can hire a
good lawyer you are likely to be ‘more equal’.
The debate around constitution is really
about the kind of government, state, and
society we want to live in.  This debate will
benefit greatly from grounding itself in
everyday lives of the marginalised. It will
also benefit from the acknowledgement that
recognition in itself is a beginning of justice.
A constitution that protects all is good for all
of us because of how it shapes the character
of the state and our citizenship.
Vijay, the conversations will continue…
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Remembering Crossed Oceans
PONNI ARASU
Ponni Arasu discusses Vijay’s work, focusing
particularly on how it spanned national
boundaries.

Ponni Arasu is a Tamil queer feminist activist, researcher,
actor and historian. She has lived in many cities in India
and has had a long standing association with Sri Lanka.
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I

met Vijay for the first time in the early
2000s when I began my own public political
work as a young queer feminist activist- as a
member of multiple collectives that were part
of the Voices Against 377, a coalition set up to
challenge Sec. 377 of the Indian Penal Code.
The network asked for decriminalising adult
consensual same sex sexual activity in private. I
remember him being one among the group of
us doing the grunt work of the network in his
capacity as Director at Amnesty in Delhi. He
was a self-reflexive and dignified ally who was
unrelenting in making his institution throw
its weight behind what was still a nascent
campaign. He chose carefully when to speak
and when to listen. In this space, I heard of
his work with the Mazdoor Kisan Shakthi
Sanghatana (MKSS), which, interestingly were
one of the first grassroot level social justice
organisations in India to extend its support to
the campaign against Sec. 377 and to publicly
embrace us queers and our movement as being
one for social justice. This was a bold move in
the early 2000s.
I met him again in my life in Colombo, Sri
Lanka close to a decade later. By then, he had
lived in Sri Lanka for many years and had a life
there. I, myself had visited Sri Lanka, since 2003
and had worked there, primarily in Eastern Sri
Lanka and at the Law & Society Trust where
Vijay was the Research Head. Unlike me, Vijay
moved and lived in Sri Lanka- a choice that has
always shadowed my own personal, political,
and professional life.
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His work in India and in Sri Lanka embodied
certain key themes. He stood to critique,
make accountable and efficient the ways in
which the state must assure lives that were
fair and just for the most marginalised in our
societies. He organised and was an analyst of
law, policy, democracy, and social thought
from the perspective of land, poverty, labour,
conflict etc. with a keen awareness of issues of
caste, gender, sexuality and ethnicity. In many
ways Vijay’s work falls on a continuum across
national boundaries.
As I helped Sarala Emmanuel finish the arduous
task of memorialising her friend, my response
was to acknowledge that which was important
to me about him- that which connects us. Her
outlining of his political life reminded me, not
just of his and my shared interest in Sri Lanka
as two people officially from another nationIndia; but also of the political legacy that we
shared in a broader sense.
Vijay was one among those of us who saw the
continuum of work that can be done anywhere
in the world, whether it is the place your
passport declares you to be from or not. But
this choice is not random either. For those of
us who go to Sri Lanka from southern India,
we have a longstanding public discourse around
the island that we grow up with- consciously
or otherwise. Once there, we make political
choices with a keen awareness of this history
as well as the privilege we had by virtue of
having an Indian passport, especially during
the war years. Further, for those of us engaged
in working with the Law & Society Trust,
critical legal perspectives, such as the writings
of significant thinkers like Neelan Tiruchelvam
are a huge inspiration. We are also well-aware
or the island and its longstanding history
with human rights - the brave struggles and
enormous losses. These are all that we are aware
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of, either by chance or by choice. I don’t know
what of these aspects, if any, were important
to Vijay. This list is more my own than his.
But I do know that he did not live there as a
foreigner. He did the work of learning a new
place, placing his roots there in every way while
also not losing sight of the context and learning
that he had from his life previously, of where he
came from as it were.
An ethos of social justice that fundamentally
argues with, challenges, cautiously works
with, and is acutely aware of the people’s
relationship to the state and the nation is not
bound by national boundaries. Vijay’s work
is testament to that. Even within Sri Lanka,
Vijay was significant in bringing focus to issues
of class and poverty in an arena otherwise
flooded with ethnicity being the key, and
often only, frame of reference and focus of
work. His writing makes it abundantly clear
that, while having an acute awareness of the
ethnic dimensions of life, work, and history
on the island- he made a conscious choice to
address issues of the economy, class, poverty
and the plight of the poor. Unsurprising for an
activist emerging from the MKSS, he grounded
himself simultaneously in those from more
privileged backgrounds working in civil society
organisations in Colombo and in specific
marginalised communities; plantation workers:
or the women in Batticaloa he was going to see
on that fateful morning, he passed away.
Simultaneously, he, like many of our male
comrades in myriad social movements in India,
was made aware, by his feminist friends, of
the trials and tribulations of working with the
realities of women’s lives. I smiled to myself as
I read of the slowing and calming down that
Sarala and his relationship inspired in him when
it came to work from a gender perspective. It
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reminded me of so many conversations of the
same nature in my life.
This political intervention in seeing,
acknowledging, and living this continuum of
politics across national boundaries is important
to recognise. This recognition must go hand
in hand with acknowledging the profound
network of love and support amidst which he
lived in Sri Lanka. On that morning, activists
in Colombo, Batticaloa and elsewhere rallied
together instantly, holding and helping one
another to get through what they have been
through ever so many times death. They knew
the nitty-gritties of what he loved- places,
music, food, movies. Vijay is survived by an
entire community of activists in Sri Lanka who
were his comrades, friends, loved ones. His
political and personal self was made by them as
much as it was by his myriad friends and loved
ones among those who live in ‘India’. To affirm
all their grief, including my own, is important
here. It is important to take small note of how
his world was spread across, personally and
politically, with deep roots, emotional and
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political, in various places: Rajasthan, Delhi,
Bangalore, Colombo, Batticaloa and Kandy
among many others. In this age of activism,
which is either bound by national location, or
free-wheeling in ways unrooted in the details of
any place or movement, his travels - intellectual,
emotional and political - are an important
legacy for us/for me to remember. The one-page
notice of his funeral in Bangalore read: “Always
Remembered:
Inspiration.
Pathbreaker.
Confidante. Pillar. Catalyst. Joygiver. Guide.
Soulmate. Friend. Uncle. Brother. Son.” It is
this - people, and places, rather than nations
- that we live in, and that we should also be
remembered by.
So rest now, Vijay, a passionate thinker, quiet
do-er, friend, lover and comrade. These lands,
the trees, the leaves, flowers, oceans, and
rivers will miss you. May you live among them
now and may we feel you in the cool evening
Colombo breeze, a soft drizzle in Bangalore,
in the soil of Rajasthan and in the warmth of a
Delhi winter afternoon.
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A Practice of (In) Discipline:
A Farewell Conversation with Vijay
Nagaraj
ANDI SCHUBERT & VAGISHA GUNASEKERA
Andi Schubert and Vagisha Gunasekera
reflect on Vijay’s relationship with the law.
In keeping with this Issue’s theme of Law
Reform, Schubert and Gunasekera discuss
how law reform captured Vijay’s attention
with his belief that law and law reform are
inevitably limited unless they centre rather than
marginalize the needs of the least powerful
members of our societies.

Andi Schubert is currently lecturing at the Postgraduate
Institute of English and is affiliated to the Social Scientists’
Association.
Vagisha Gunasekara is a researcher affiliated to the
Social Scientists’ Association who studies the particular
entanglements of gender and conflict in rapidly changing
situations in the South Asia region.
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“… those of us who are engaged in reflection on
how to change the world we live in for the better,
must be prepared to reflect on every aspect that
influences the way we want to change it” – Vijay
Nagaraj 1
The task of writing this essay for Vijay was
taken up in the wake of our dreams of his
spirit (imagine Vijay asking you not to be so
melodramatic). Vijay’s spirit and presence have
shaped the conversations we have had, the
silences we have sought to fill, and the critiques
we have attempted to foreground. And yet,
a few months after his untimely demise, the
loss of Vijay is felt more keenly than ever.
What then are the lessons we can take away
from Vijay’s interventions in the spaces he
generously shared with us? And how can we
sketch an intellectual and methodological
roadmap for building the kind of world that
centres rather than marginalizes the needs of
the least powerful members of our societies? In
other words, how do we take up Vijay’s work
in the absence of his moral compass, irreverent
playfulness, capacity for bridging erudition and
grounded advocacy, and vision to change the
world we live in for the better?
In the months prior to his death, Vijay
appeared to be thinking seriously about
a postgraduate degree. However, he was
struggling to decide on the area in which he
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wished to pursue his PhD and the oft heard
lament was that he didn’t “have a discipline”
(imagine Vijay fervently arguing with you that
he has now decided what his discipline is).This
essay could have been written about any of
the disciplines that Vijay so frequently crossed
(imagine Vijay asking you whether you can cross
disciplines like you cross-dress, and if so, does that
make you trans-disciplinary?). But to locate this
essay in conversation with the theme for this
issue - legal reform - we focus our attention on
Vijay’s crossing of the discipline of law and its
implications for (re)visioning the task of legal
reform.
Vijay shared what can be best described as a
complicated relationship with the law. The
law was central in his work at the Law &
Society Trust, in his advocacy and support
for constitutional reform in the country and
in the alliances he sought to mobilize and
build. Yet, Vijay’s unique blend of idealism
and pessimism made it impossible to ignore
the power structures that the law produces,
disciplines, and normalizes. In fact, it is highly
probable that had he finalized his contribution
to this issue, he would have outlined how legal
reform is often an exercise in and excuse for the
reinforcement of a neoliberal regime of power
and its exclusionary impulses.
Vijay saw that law, as a discipline, pushes
impulsively towards privilege rather than access,
towards restraint rather than empowerment,
and towards control rather than emancipation.
He strongly believed that one reason why
attempts to reform the law often fall short is
because it rarely goes hand in hand with efforts
to transform the law at the level of practice.
In his spirited advocacy for the justiciability
of Economic, Social, & Cultural Rights in the
new Constitution and in the numerous legal
reform efforts he sought to spur, Vijay drew our
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attention to the pitfalls of dichotomizing law
from a socially-grounded and ethical practice.
His advocacy (of which law was only one
component) sought to transform the regressive,
disciplinary impulses of the law through
a people-centred, informed, humane, and
empowering practice. Therefore, in this short
essay, we hope to interrogate how Vijay sought
to unsettle the disciplinary impulses of the law
through an affective practice that centres and is
informed by, critique, dialogue, and learning.
The reflections we share here are necessarily
partial since our encounters with Vijay are
shaped by our affiliation with him as an
academic colleague and collaborator. But
our reflections here are also intended as a
posthumous riposte to Vijay’s lament about his
lack of disciplinary focus. Therefore, we engage
with some aspects of Vijay’s practice as a way
of helping us to think through the kinds of
questions he was seeking to pose of us and our
own entanglements in the disciplinary baggage
that we bring to our academic interventions.

A Practice of Critique
One of the hallmarks of Vijay’s practice was
his enduring struggles to transform wellestablished conventional research focuses
such as poverty analysis or law into incredibly
political touchstones for mobilizing research
and activism. During his time at the Centre for
Poverty Analysis (CEPA) for example, Vijay
went to great lengths to mobilize groups and
individuals around issues of poverty, an area
branded over the years as apolitical. He sought
to breathe politics into ideas of, and thinking
about, poverty. At LST, Vijay started his job
as Head of Research by lecturing the Executive
Director on the need for transforming the
priorities of the Organization by re-focusing
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on the ‘society’ aspect of The Trust. Vijay
understood better than many that behind
the seemingly apolitical, apparently nonideological, and avowedly pragmatic priorities
for studying these areas, stood a far more
pernicious movement to entrench the exclusion
of marginalized communities by arresting their
capacity to inform knowledge production
and thereby demarcate the terms of their
mobilization. Therefore, one major reflection
on Vijay’s practice is that any attempt at legal
reform would be exclusionary if its priorities
were determined by the pragmatics of legal
considerations rather than serious consideration
of how these reforms would impact the daily
lives of people in their communities.
Vijay would also likely have cautioned us
about our investment in tinkering with the
existing legal system in the hope that we can
arrive at a liberal, democratic utopia in some
distant future. He was deeply ambivalent
about the capacity of institutions to bring
about sustainable and effective change in
people’s day-to-day lives, even though he
was smart enough to see that they could be
strategically useful. His discomfort stemmed
from his conviction that institutions often
work to atomize solidarities and discipline
individuals into docile functionaries who
follow rather than engage. He constantly
drove home the importance of galvanizing
networks and solidarity on political issues,
shaking institutions out of their comfortable
silos. Therefore, Vijay challenges those of
us who heavily invest in bringing about
institutional change through legal reform
to consider how deeply unsuccessful such
investments often prove to be (imagine Vijay
quarrelling with you that you shouldn’t use the
word ‘investment’ in that sentence because it’s
too neoliberal). Vijay’s practice cautions us
that sans the humility to be reflexive about
LST REVIEW
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the privilege we bring to our positioning,
our stances on legal reform cannot help but
reinforce the heteropatriarchal, neoliberal,
normative, and disciplinary impulse that the
law keeps working towards.
Central to Vijay’s practice of (in)discipline
was a deeply ethical conviction about what
kinds of interventions were needed and what
kinds of strategies should be pursued to make
these interventions a reality. His practice was
borne out of a conviction that in the absence
of a sound moral compass, it would become
easier to confuse strategy for principle, and
sacrifice our principles on the altar of political
expediency. For example, Vijay would no
doubt be reminding us today that it is ethically
impossible to claim an identity as defenders of
democratic freedoms while actively or tacitly
supporting the indefinite postponement of
elections to pursue constitutional reform.
He would pointedly ask us to provide a valid
basis for determining which regime should
be criticized for its anti-democratic practices.
And in doing so, he may well have gone so
far as to call out the partiality, privilege,
and perniciousness of our understanding of
democratic freedoms. This often caused a
great deal of tension and friction for those
in his circle of influence. But Vijay never
allowed friction or discomfort to determine
his ethical priorities. In the absence of his
moral compass we must find ways to keep
challenging ourselves and our allies to be clear
about the ethical positions we bring to bear in
our advocacy, research, and politics. Foucault
famously explained critique as “the movement
by which the subject gives himself (sic) the
right to question truth on its effects of power
and question power on its discourses of truth”
(1997, 47). What we can learn from Vijay’s
practice of critique is that the only way to
ensure that we don’t confuse our questioning of
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truth with our questioning of power is through
a sound ethical commitment to the vision we
pursue.

privilege to pay attention to them. (Imagine
Vijay reminding you that subalterns always
speak, but that you may be the one unwilling to
listen).

A Practice of Dialogue

How then can those of us he left behind
attempt to cultivate the practice of
conversation that Vijay embodied? One
possible place to start is by being reflexive
about our own positions in the conversations
we take up. Vijay’s practice of politics
reflexively pushed the tension between the
individual and the collective as a way of
questioning conventional power dynamics
in knowledge production. For example,
during his time at CEPA Vijay was deeply
unsettled by how the emphasis on fluency
in English worked to relegate many nonEnglish speaking/ writing researchers to
the status of data collectors rather than
knowledge producers. He pointed out that the
relatively de-valued work in research labour
is conducted by those without English skills,
and that the financial and intellectual returns
on this work are relatively low. In contrast, the
English-speaking researchers conduct the more
“value-added” labour, yielding higher financial
and intellectual returns. As a result, he worked
with others to create an environment where
researchers whose function was primarily
field-based data collection, became part of
data analysis and writing of research outputs.
Like this example demonstrates, Vijay
possessed an enviable capacity to transform
reflexivity about his own position into a
political practice that empowered others.
Perhaps a better way to frame Vijay’s practice
of conversation is offered by Stuart Hall, who
called for “a practice which understands the
need for intellectual modesty” and which
is rooted in the recognition that “there
is all the difference in the world between
understanding the politics of intellectual work

His ambivalence about institutions was
tempered by his limitless optimism about the
value of individual conversation. His strategy
of investing in people yielded visible results,
and often in a way that interrogated the ethics
and existence of institutions. Many of those
who hold Vijay’s memory most dear are those
who have benefitted from many hours of
open and honest conversation with him. Vijay
invested his energy in building small-scale
interventions, advanced by loose coalitions of
diverse individuals, that were often (if at all)
extremely tenuously linked to an institution.
For example, his idea of training a coterie of
barefoot political-economists was pitched
to anyone willing to listen, until of course,
someone finally came onboard and things
moved forward at a heady pace. This practice
of conversation sprung out of deep reserves of
generosity of both time and intellect. He was
never too busy to read a draft of an essay or
discuss an idea for research or a publication;
never too burnt out to take seriously an
intervention you never thought was worth
taking seriously. And almost certainly, never
too far away for a conversation. We believe
that he intuitively sensed that there was
little hope of success for any type of serious
legal reform if it was not based on open and
honest dialogue with those who may not
enjoy the privilege required to participate
in these processes. This is perhaps why Vijay
would often remind us that the reason we are
taken by surprise by the ways people find to
express their desires and mobilize for change
is because we are too caught up in our own
48
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and substituting intellectual work for politics”
(1996, p. 274). And so, if we are to take
our cue from Vijay’s practice of dialogue in
thinking through legal reform, we may need to
consider how a reflexive orientation may shift
our approach to changing the law. What if we
saw legal reform less as a goal to strive towards
and more as a constantly evolving conversation
that reflexively seeks to transform the law into
a mechanism of empowerment rather than
restraint and control? We may perhaps then
be closer to asking the kinds of questions that
Vijay often pushed up against.

A Practice of Learning
In the months since his death, we have felt the
loss of Vijay most keenly in our own attempts to
grow and learn. Being in Vijay’s orbit was often
exhausting and time consuming. Vijay never
met a reading group that he didn’t want to be
a part of and during his time in the country,
actively pushed us to join him in reading and
discussing issues ranging from gender to law to
poverty analysis and political economy. He was
constantly pushing us to read more, write more,
think more and to be more critical of ourselves,
our work and others, all at the same time.
At the core of this engagement was a man
who understood that real growth was only
possible through an intellectual and political
practice of grounded learning, i.e. learning
aimed at deepening political awareness. Vijay’s
deployed his love of learning as a stimulant for
developing more radical ideas and strategies
for affecting change. In this sense, Vijay was
one of the few people we knew who actively
emphasized a dialectic between learning
and action. For example, Vijay’s attempts to
advocate that researchers at CEPA pursue
more deeply political work began to bear fruit
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after he started organizing reading groups with
interested researchers. With his colleagues, he
organized reading groups on Marx and Engels
as well as on different epistemologies of poverty
research. Vijay understood that it was only in
building a practice of grounded reading, that
it was ultimately possible to break free from
the entrenchment in existing methodologies
that served to reproduce the kind of work
that he saw as disengaged and disconnected
from the world around it. Conversely, he was
also equally convinced that it was impossible
to place faith in piecemeal interventions that
lacked rigor and depth in thinking. Vijay’s
practice of learning was marked by a singular
belief that true emancipation from the whaleboned corsets of disciplinary mediocrity was
only possible through the dialectic of learning
and political action. Therefore, if we are to use
Vijay’s practice of learning to re-conceptualize
legal reform, we may have no choice but to
ask ourselves whether limiting ourselves to the
reading of the dusty tomes of legal research
alone would help us to envision and give breath
to a truly emancipatory vision for the role of
law in a society.
Vijay’s practice of learning was also marked by
an almost pathological dislike of intellectual
satisfaction. No amount of time spent
engaged in field research would convince him
that we had finally arrived at the proverbial
turtle.2 To be fair, he was equally demanding
of himself and constantly lamented that
he wasn’t writing or reading as much as he
should. Vijay saw satisfaction (in intellectual
terms at least) as an admission of defeat and
a problem that must be called out ruthlessly.
We believe that this may have been due to his
deep-seated conviction that there was always
room for growth and improvement. However,
this was often an exhausting experience for
those of us who had the privilege of sharing
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his intellectual burdens. We often saw him
haring after a new approach to writing or
thinking about an issue, dragging a few friends
in his wake, and then with nary a pause for
a breath, haring off again in the opposite
direction with them and a few others in tow.
If you had the (mis)fortune of being one
of the friends he managed to convince (or
badger) into joining him on these escapades,
this often left you feeling like a football being
kicked from one side of the field, and then
finally arriving at your intended destination,
only to find (imagine Vijay bursting in to your
office to force you to stop what you’re doing to
watch a YouTube clip of the Nooran Sisters)
yourself being kicked in a completely different
direction. However, if you were patient
enough to withstand the storm, the results
were transformative, both in terms of writing
and emotional (and even spiritual) strength.
His enjoinder that we must never be happy
with what we have written because it was “the
root of mediocrity” will shape our self-critique
for years to come. Vijay has left us with many
things to ponder on and consider, but it is
probably only in retrospect that we have come
to appreciate the deep distaste for intellectual
satisfaction that he infected us with. His
discomfort with satisfaction may have also
shaped his view of legal reform as merely one
of many strategies that can be deployed in
struggles with the most marginalized sections
of society. Vijay’s practice of learning reminds
us that legal reform must be approached with
a sense of humility about its capacity to make
a difference. The law, like knowledge, was
always partial and incomplete and Vijay was
constantly searching for ways in which law,
alongside numerous other complementary
strategies and methodologies, could be
wrought together to bend the arc of history
towards justice for all sections of a society.3
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Building an Affective Practice
And so, we fear that it is time to bring our
conversation with Vijay’s spirit to a pause for
now. He may continue to haunt our dreams and
his voice will echo in our ears each time we raise
our hands to carry the intellectual and political
burdens he challenged us to bear in his all
too short a time with us. Writing about Vijay
brought back a raft of emotions and memories
that choked us up and kept reminding us of the
immense dreams that he dreamed for each of
our lives and engagements.
Vijay was a complex human being, he provoked
complex responses, often making people
uncomfortable with his demands on their
time, intellect, and practice. But at the same
time, many of those who feel his loss most
keenly also understood that beneath the bluster
and the whirr of movement that seemed to
accompany him everywhere he went, was a
man with an endless capacity for love. His
love for people who inhabited the margins
of society challenged us to consider our own
privilege and ethical commitments. His love
of dialogue fostered in us the conviction that
conversations should never be foreclosed. And
his love of learning keeps reminding us that our
research will only bear fruit when it emerges
from a dialectic of political action. He entered
our lives through love and he abided with us
in love. For Vijay, love was a deeply political
action which had the capacity to transform,
critique, and empower.
Vijay could sometimes be found photographing
trees and flowers. He loved watching sunsets
and some of us had the rare privilege of sharing
a sunset with him as he grew quiet to watch the
transformation that was taking shape in front
of us. He pressured us to work but would as
quickly and intensely pause to take care of us if
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we fell ill or needed his help. He sought to bring
us into conversations that we would rather
not have because he possessed a tremendous
capacity to see past our own reluctance and
push us towards truly meaningful, serious,
and critical interventions. He held us up with
an encouraging word or a sudden hug when
we were confronted with the gap between the
dreams he dreamed for us and our desire for
quiet, atomized, privileged, and safe existences.

He charmed us with his irreverence, infected us
with his distaste for satisfaction, challenged us
with his practice, and changed us through his
love. He is sorely, deeply, and unquestionably
missed.
(Imagine sharing a drink with Vijay one last
time so you can watch the sunset and bid him a
final, thankful goodbye.)

Notes
1

https://www.opendemocracy.
net/5050/vijay-nagaraj/human-rightsfundamentalism-power-and-prejudice

2

Clifford Geertz explains this
proverbial story thus: “There is
an Indian story – at least I heard
it as an Indian story – about an
Englishman who, having been told
that the world rested on a platform
which rested on the back of an
elephant which rested in turn on
the back of a turtle, asked (perhaps

he was an ethnographer; it is the
way they behave), what did the
turtle rest on? Another turtle. And
that turtle? ‘Ah, Sahib, after that
it is turtles all the way down.’”
(1973, pp. 28-29). (Imagine having
to explain to Vijay that you hadn’t
intentionally included a story about
an Indian just to annoy him).
3

Luther King Jr reminded his
listeners that the “the arc of the
moral universe is long, but it
bends toward justice” (See https://
kinginstitute.stanford.edu/our-godmarching). However, as has been
pointed out, King was paraphrasing
Theodore Parker's much longer
assertion (1853, pp. 84-85)

In his speech “Our God is Marching
On” delivered in Montgomery,
Alabama in March, 1965, Martin
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aspects of gender and sexuality, beyond that of
the homosexual relationship it portrays.
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1. Introduction
Since its release in 2014, the Sinhala film,
Frangipani/Sayapethi Kusuma has gained an
international profile on the lines of being the
“first overtly queer film from [Sri Lanka]”
(O’Brian 2015, 40). I first became interested
in this status attributed to the film, out of
curiosity over these very terms. What did
it mean to categorise a film as its country
representative for the most ‘out’ ‘queer’
cinematic production? ‘[O]vertly queer’
qualifies the claim, acknowledging that this is
not the first ‘queer’ Sri Lankan film but the first
such film distinctive for its ‘outness’ as ‘queer’.
Clearly, the recognition of the ‘queer’ cachet
of the film could not be disentangled from the
familiar trope of ‘coming out’ or disclosing
one’s sexuality or gender.
It seemed to me, then, that ‘queerness’/‘outness’
is a metric, a means of evaluating the thing that
Frangipani did as a ‘queer’ film that set it apart
from other Sri Lankan queer films before it.
Not surprisingly, this thing is usually taken to
be the decision to make a film which revolved
around an erotic relationship between two men
(one of whom is not always male-identified).
In short, it had a “buzz as Sri Lanka’s first
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feature film to put a gay relationship front and
centre” (O’Brian 2015, 41). Few would deny
the centrality of the men’s relationship and
the aesthetic and political importance of that
representation. However, that portrayal derives
significance from its interconnectedness with
the film’s other ‘queer’ iterations, and to lift it
out of that network of meanings would be to
miss the point.
The “overtly queer” cachet serves to
surgically separate out and surface only the
gay relationship, not only disrupting the
interconnected ways in which the film’s
‘queer’ methodology works but also reducing
the overall import of what the film has to
say about gender and sexuality by narrowing
those meanings down to one focus. The more
explicit focus of this essay is on what can be
overlooked in all of that, one aspect of which
is the role of the ‘straight’ woman in producing
those ‘queer’ meanings. I contend that the
metrics of ‘queerness/outness’ can miss what
a character like Issi/Sarasi contributes to the
‘queer’ cinematic narrative. As depicted for
instance in the character of Alma de Mar in
Brokeback Mountain, the representation of the
straight woman character who plays the wife or
the girlfriend of one of the men in a gay male
relationship is quite deliberate and connected
to the film’s overall composition. I explore how,
in its self-styling as a queer film, Frangipani
makes decisions about employing the character
of the straight woman in conjunction with two
conditions—being ill and being pregnant.

2. Uses of Queer
Let me begin with a word on the discourse
which I refer to when I invoke the term ‘queer’.
‘Queer’ has been understood in different ways
since scholar Teresa de Lauretis’ elaboration
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of it in the formulation ‘queer theory’ at a
US academic conference in 1990. Her use
of the term has been traced to the history of
‘queer’ as an epithet flung at gays and lesbians
and recuperated by them in a “gay-affirmative
sense” (Halperin 2003, 339). It is also by now
commonplace to acknowledge the problems of
definition that attend it, “indeterminacy being
one of its widely promoted charms” (Jagose
1996, 3). Broadly speaking, ‘queer’ is known
for its “antinormative sensibility”, where
the norm is understood to be “domination,
homogenization, exclusion, hegemony, identity,
or more colloquially, the familiar, status quo,
or routine” (Wiegman 2015, 1). Plummer
proposes that it is “a radical stance around
sexuality and gender that denies any fixed
categories and seeks to subvert any tendencies
toward normality” (201).
In Doty’s (1993) influential exploration of the
term, “[q]ueerness is related to any expression
that can be marked as contra-, non-, or antistraight”, which “includes specifically gay,
lesbian, and bisexual expressions; but … also
includes all other potential (and potentially
unclassifiable) nonstraight positions” (xvxvi). This definition, as Dilley (1999) remarks,
“serves not to identify people as much as
forms of communication, and the positions
that inform that expression” (457). Yet ‘queer’
is also used as an overarching description by
people who identify as lesbian, gay, bisexual,
and transgender.
In terms of the use of ‘queer’ as a verb, a
useful description of it would be “those
gestures or analytical models which dramatise
incoherencies in the allegedly stable relations
between chromosomal sex, gender and sexual
desire. Resisting that model of stability--which
claims heterosexuality as its origin, when it
is more properly its effect--queer focuses on
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mismatches between sex, gender and desire.”
(Jagose 1996, 3). I return to Doty’s (1993)
promotion of “those uses of “queer” that make
it more than just an umbrella term in the ways
that “homosexual” and “gay” have been used
to mean lesbian or gay or bisexual, because
queerness can also be about the intersecting or
combining of more than one specific form of
non-straight sexuality” (xvi). This is the lens
through which I explore the queer stance that
Sarasi, as a straight woman, adopts; it is also the
means by which I investigate how Frangipani
uses this character to builds its specific queer
outlook, and the extent to which the character
is a participant in it.

3. Frangipani’s Stories
Frangipani unfolds with the linked stories of
three lower-middle-class Sinhala characters
in a village—two men, Nalin and Chamath/
Bassa, and a woman, Issi/Sarasi. Longtime
friends, Chamath and Sarasi share a playful
familiarity with an element of flirtation that is
initially mutual but changes with the arrival of
Nalin and with Chamath’s growing closeness
to him. The individual life story of each of
the characters plays out along the lines of an
identifiable script which makes their choices
in terms of gender, sexuality and relationships
more meaningful. For instance, Nalin’s
approach is scripted from the perspective of
a character who is an orphan and wants to
taste the comforting normality of family life,
start his own business, and put down roots.
Chamath’s ambitions are to leave the village,
learn fashion design, and travel overseas.
Sarasi’s script is more fateful, over determined
by unfavourable astrological predictions
which compound what is already a gendered
position, as shown in her search for security
in marriage. Supporting characters are played
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by Chamath’s family (including a brother who
is a Buddhist monk) and a ‘queer’ circle of
friends. Sarasi’s mother also has a role, as do
the young men whom Nalin meets in secret.
Frangipani effects a series of shifts in its
characters’ desires and decisions to enter
relationships. The initial intimacy between
Chamath and Sarasi is followed by the entry
of Nalin which leads to a controversial (if
veiled) intimacy amongst three people. The
connection between the two men eventually
develops into something more which excludes
Sarasi. Disappointed in her expectations
of marriage with Chamath, Sarasi becomes
estranged from him and turns to Nalin. An
offer of marriage is made to Nalin for whom
it represents not only the bait of a financial
foundation but also the longed-for normality
of a family and children—desires for which
Chamath despises him. Their marriage
alienates Chamath who feels betrayed by both
friends in different ways.
Unable to continue to stay in the village,
Chamath leaves for the city and enrolls in a
fashion design course. In the city, he begins
to more fully explore ‘queer’ understandings
of gender and sexuality—something he had
begun in the village. Nalin and Chamath’s
relationship continues after the marriage in
secret, Sarasi, in the meantime, becoming
pregnant, ill, and increasingly despondent.
But Nalin’s decision not to disclose their
relationship to Sarasi results in Chamath
ending their relationship. Ironically, though,
Nalin is forced into disclosure by other means
and his family life crumbles. Sarasi’s illness
brings the three friends together at the end of
the film.
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4. The Queer Cinematic Narrative
Frangipani attempts to show that categories
of gender and sexuality are not as they are
usually projected and taken for granted,
which is as unitary, binary, singular, pure,
sealed off, continuous, stable, predetermined,
apprehensible as identity, separated as ‘normal’/
other, hetero/homo, and so on. An important
part of Sarasi’s role (and Chamath’s as well),
for some of the film at least, is to queer “the
social processes that not only produced and
recognized but also normalized and sustained
identity” (Eng et al 2005, 2). This is evident,
for instance, in scenes from the dressmaking
class where Chamath glues sequins on dresses
with Sarasi and a few other women. Sarasi
and Chamath banter with each other silently,
exchanging glances before Sarasi touches the
dress that Chamath is labouring over at his
table. Not only is this gesture sensual, but,
in its mock expression of workplace rivalry,
it is also casually transgressive in terms of not
seeing Chamath’s presence in an otherwise allfemale dressmaking class as anomalous and not
recognizing the binaries of gendered labour.
Sarasi’s next act is to hold the sequined
wedding dress-like dress up against her, a
somewhat coy moment which suggests that
she is angling for the offer of marriage which
she expects from him. But the moment passes
quickly and she flings the dress in his face,
Chamath doing his part by holding it against
himself as if he were the bride, also mimicking
Sarasi’s theatrical turn, in a scenario subtly
indicating the characters’ and the film’s
“antinormative sensibility” (as Wiegman puts
it) towards identity. Similarly, Sarasi mocksternly tells Chamath, “Boys don’t use cutex
(nail varnish)”, then observes that his nails are
painted and playfully runs away with the nail
varnish remover before he can remove evidence
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of it. In the scene of Chamath chasing Sarasi to
retrieve the nail varnish remover, we may see a
cliché representation of heterosexual sex. But
for those who want to see it, there is also the sly
disruption of that impression with the bright
red nail varnish winking at us from Chamath’s
hand on Sarasi’s breast in their brief moment of
intimacy.
These are only a few representative scenes
which illustrate that the dynamic between
Chamath and Sarasi defies explanation in
terms of binary gender and sexuality, and
identity. Sarasi’s romantic and erotic interest
in Chamath does not discipline him into a
more traditional gender role and bring him
into line with being a more plausible object
of desire for opposite-sex attraction. Rather
than evoking a heterosexualised masculinity, it
allows the portrayal of an ostensibly ‘straight’
woman’s queer desires for an unconventionally
gendered character. Of course, there is a
suggestion that Sarasi is unable to ‘read’
Chamath’s difference at the outset and, thus,
is not aware of this difference to the extent of
being considered to be attracted to it. But of
the three pairings that play out in the film—
Chamath-Sarasi, Chamath-Nalin, and NalinSarasi—it is the Chamath-Sarasi relationship
that is methodologically closest to the kind
of queer narrative which Frangipani wants
to construct. Chamath’s role in that may be
clear enough, but it is a dynamic as I explain
above, and Sarasi plays an important part in it.
Queer understandings of gender and sexuality
continue to resonate with her character even
after her marriage to Nalin, for instance when
she follows Chamath’s TV programme on
hair and makeup and when she fondly shows
Chamath’s brother, the Buddhist monk, a
photograph of Chamath in makeup and an
evening dress during a visit to her in hospital.
“So this is the lady who visited you the other
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night?” Chamath’s brother asks Sarasi while
Chamath looks on.
The contrast is evident with the ChamathNalin pairing. The role played by Nalin as a
gay man is leavened by the character’s desire
for heteronormative privilege and security
and his conviction that assimilating with the
mainstream is the best defence, even as his
sexual desires are at odds with it. Of course,
his character is more complex and rendered
more sympathetically than that, and, as I
mention above, there is some attempt to
psychologise his desire for the ‘normal’ with
reference to a backstory of being an orphan and
of never having experienced family life. My
use of ‘heteronormativity’ follows Herz and
Johansson’s (2015) broad mapping of the term.
Their definition encompasses the dominant
understanding of the term, which is the
endorsement of “heterosexuality as something
natural and unquestioned on different
societal levels”, and the disciplining of gender
nonconformity and “sexual behaviors that do
not fit into the normative sex/gender system”
(1103). They emphasize that it is a “system”,
manifest at the level of social organization,
wherein “society is organized on the basis of
heterosexuality” and there is “sanction[ing]
as well as condemn[ation of ] people who do
not fit in and fail to behave according to an
“acceptable” and “given” societal value system”
(Herz & Johansson 2015, 1013).
Alongside these meanings, I also draw on their
extended definition of the concept which is
that it “is sometimes used as fuel for criticizing
the lives of both homosexual and heterosexual
families that do not diverge from what is
perceived to be a “heterosexual way of life””
(Herz & Johansson 2015, 1011). This meaning
is derived in part from their reading of Lisa
Duggan’s (2003) conceptualization of the “new
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homonormativity” which they understand to be
“a critique of tendencies among homosexuals to
privilege consumption, privacy, and domesticity
over far-reaching social and cultural
change”(Herz & Johansson 2015, 1010).
The Sarasi-Nalin pairing is portrayed as an
example of this, particularly in the retreat into
a framework of bourgeois heterosexual private
family life, complete with a child, a home, and a
small business. The irony of that framework, of
course, is that it is enabled because each opts to
abide by heteronormative conventions but for
their own reasons and on different terms, and
this ultimately exposes the hollowness of those
conventions.

5. The ‘Straight’ Woman, Illness,
and Pregnancy
As I have attempted to demonstrate, the
character of Sarasi does not exist in spite of
the film’s methodology of queering; she is an
important actor in it. Yet Frangipani is full of
contradictions and ambivalence (which film
is not?) in how it deploys its ‘straight’ woman
character. The most prominent instances of
this are in the film’s association of illness and
pregnancy with Sarasi’s development. Feminist
critics have long exposed the misogynist
and patriarchal workings of the metaphor
of chronic illness in the literary depiction of
female characters (Price Herndl 1993). The
inevitability to the physical and emotional
decline of Sarasi’s character resonates with a
similar metaphorical feel, as if illness is a ready
figurative expression for a range of oppressive
situations to do with being a woman.
It is this decision to place illness and pregnancy
in conjunction with its ‘straight’ woman
character that I want to highlight as being
potentially problematic from a feminist and
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queer perspective. Our very first perception of
Sarasi is of an ill person. In the opening scenes
which introduce us to the three protagonists,
she is lying prone on a hospital bed, moaning
weakly and gasping for breath, being wheeled
down a hospital corridor with her anxious
mother hovering over her. This is a flashback
to the later scenes, as we are to discover, when
her story becomes scripted in relation to an
undisclosed illness. That sense of malaise
extends to the portrayal of her pregnancy —
she is similarly slow-moving, silent, listless and
wan. The narrative arc of her story shifts, from
portraying her as a queer character who pushes
the film’s methodology of queering gender and
sexuality in certain directions, to positioning
her in much more conventional terms as a
‘straight’ woman, a familiar Sinhala cinematic
stereotype of the romantically betrayed and
long-suffering wife.
That Sarasi, too, has a queer trajectory may be
eclipsed by a focus on the individual stories
of Chamath and Nalin and the development
of their relationship narrative. This trajectory
is also obscured when the progress of her
character is made contingent on the plot of a
sham marriage and represented through the
lens of a married gay man’s dilemmas. But as
an ostensibly ‘straight’ Sinhala woman living
in a certain class-ed village context, Sarasi,
too, is shown as experiencing the pressures
of heteronormative convention. As I have
argued, above, the film’s methodology of
queering is also contingent on the direction
taken by this narrative—of how the woman
character who is hailed as straight, but is not
so straight (in her desires and in her three-way
and two-way relationships), is constrained by
heternormativity and has to push against and
negotiate it.
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This storyline, in particular, helps to undo
the binaries of straight/gay and traditionally
gendered/unconventionally gendered and to
introduce a much more queer antinormative
sensibility. If we suppose that Sarasi’s interest
in Chamath is a scenario of her misgendering
him, we slide back into the straight/gay and
traditionally gendered/unconventionally gendered binaries that the film tries to dismantle;
we also fail to do justice to her character. But
if we look at that interest not as misplaced but
as interestingly inconvenient all round, we can
see that it makes it difficult for her to conform
to the expectations of marriage. Chamath is
unwilling to be the object of affection for what
he supposes to be opposite sex attraction on
her part, and the film slyly suggests that that
could be his misreading, and that her desires
may very well not be that ‘straight’ after all. In
Sarasi’s affective attachment to Chamath, there
is no indication that she would wish he were
a better ‘fit’ for her as a more conventionally
gendered man; in fact, she does not disparage
or even question his gender presentation
and its continuities and discontinuities with
opposite-sex desire. This contrasts with the
gay relationship between Chamath and Nalin,
wherein Nalin tries to weed out the visible nonmasculine signifiers in Chamath. In one scene
when Nalin questions Chamath’s choice of
wearing a necklace and indicates that he does
not like it, Chamath replies, unperturbed, “But
I like it, you see”.
At one level, there is room to read such pat
seeming ironies in the film, such as the ‘straight’
woman’s queer progressive stance and the gay
man’s reactionary heteronormative outlook.
But Frangipani ultimately indicates that these
are not ironies at all, and that the gender and
sexual ideology of its characters should not be
reconciled so easily with their subject positions.
Its methodology of queering is concerned
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with showing the complex, contradictory,
incommensurable and unexpected relationships
to heteronormativity formed by its characters.

6. Implications
In addition to representing a queer relationship,
Frangipani asks us to consider the circumstances
of a woman who is married to a man who
pursues other men. The film is at its best when
it approaches this as a structural problem which
both individuals negotiate in terms of their
subject positions and within their dynamic.
The social system shown in the film is such that
a man may feel constrained in expressing his
desires but still be able to follow them, even if
not openly, after he has nominally conformed
to social expectations (not to mention actively
subscribing to heternormativity) by marrying
and having a child. This is why the film,
although sympathetic to outlawed sexualities,
still urges us to see that that marginalization is
neither overdetermined nor all-encompassing
for Nalin’s character. As a man, he still has some
room to negotiate within his constraints, and
may not feel the need to interrogate vectors of
inequality, such as patriarchal privilege, which
benefit him.
There is a fine line to tread in telling this
story in terms of representing the individual’s
negotiation. Frangipani offers traction for
the reading that Nalin creates more room to
manoeuvre by being complicit with systemic
patriarchal privilege—for instance, enjoying
the possibility of being a hands-off husband
and father because of a gendered division
of labour, wherein the care work of child
rearing, offering pastoral care and running a
household is always already feminized (run
by his mother-in-law and Sarasi). Thus, little
is expected from him to begin with, in terms
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of building ‘family life’, which contributes to
normalizing his detachment (although not
for long). This does not inevitably make him
an unsympathetic character, and highlights
more the form of social organization that
gives rise to such inequalities. However, the
possibilities that he has for negotiation within
his constraints, largely through mobilizing
patriarchal privilege in public and in the private
sphere, are shown to further constrain the room
that Sarasi’s character has to manoeuvre within
her circumstances as a ‘straight’ woman with a
child, in an unorthodox marriage.
But Frangipani is not consistent in focusing
on the structural issues and the differences in
individuals’ situated capacities to negotiate them.
While that approach clearly helps avert the
depiction of this scenario through a phobic view
of Nalin as exploitative and a patriarchal view
of Sarasi as victimized, Frangipani is not always
able to hold that line. Frangipani offers enough
to indicate that Sarasi is not always a victim and
can resourcefully negotiate her desires within
the love triangle, ambiguous as they are. But
this narrative, which is crucial to constructing
the film’s queer feminist take on the story, falls
away in the next set of developments concerning
marriage, illness and pregnancy. Those elements
with which Sarasi’s character contributed
to the film’s methodology of queering—her
playfulness and feistiness around sexual and
gender dissidence and conventional coupledom,
and even her ambivalence towards her contrived
marriage—are somehow forgotten as her
character becomes imagined on increasingly less
queer lines. In the ‘square’ role of the wronged
wife, the script that Sarasi has to follow has less
to do with the development of her character in
its own right, with its queer view of things, than
with her relationship to her husband’s dilemmas.
She has to play being disappointed and betrayed
by her husband, and to be silently resentful and
| Vol 28 | Issue 344 | Dec. 2017
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reproachful about his infidelities with men to the
point of becoming seriously ill.
Why is an illness narrative used to capture
her circumstances? What are the aesthetics
and politics of configuring the negotiations
of the ‘straight’ woman character in a love
triangle with two ‘gay’ men, through an illness
narrative? The implications are a conservatizing
of the film’s narrative and of Sarasi’s character.
Gradually, the film’s storytelling becomes much
more conservative, mimicking the sort of lurid
tabloid feature which it had tried so hard to
avoid, about the poor unsuspecting wives
victimized by marriage to gay men who are
themselves forced to hide their sexuality and
marry because of social expectations. Sarasi’s
character’s ability to queer the storyline about
gender and sexuality is exploited and then
abruptly dropped. Similarly, the development
of her character is also shifted away from its
queer location through a feminized narrative of
illness.
Sarasi’s illness and pregnancy play a crucial role
in this turn. In a post-coital scene between Nalin
and Chamath which takes place after Nalin’s
marriage, Chamath says, “I can’t live hiding like
a thief. Are you going to tell Sarasi about this?”
Nalin replies, “How can I tell Sarasi about this?
She has some illness every day. And the other
thing is, she is pregnant.” Far from being a queer
female character in her own right, and one whose
story has thickened and made complex the film’s
methodology of queering, Sarasi is portrayed as
someone who is suddenly especially vulnerable
and requiring protection from queer knowledge.
This is a gendered and sexualized portrayal, I
would argue, in that it is a conceptualization
of Sarasi as a woman in terms of the idea that
women as a class are always innocent of men’s
‘deviant’ desires, and of her being a ‘straight’
woman, in terms of the idea that ‘straight’ people
LST REVIEW
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are never privy to queer understandings and
desires. Ironically, she is now the embodiment of
the oppressive heteronormative conventions that
both Nalin and Chamath would wish to escape.
One can argue that this is just a dramatization
of Nalin’s perspective, not one that the film
as a whole endorses. But the fact that Sarasi’s
illness and pregnancy are there in the first place,
permitting such articulations, is significant.
Pregnancy is also aligned with infirmity. The
undisclosed illness is ostensibly a conventionally
gendered ‘woman’s’ somatic response to being
wronged and enfeebled within the conjugal
arrangements. Both conditions are constructed
as emotionally manipulative—the somewhat
absurd contrivance that the two men cannot
be together because Sarasi could not physically
withstand that knowledge—and is gendered in
that respect as well, in the sense of emotional
blackmail being seen as a feminine tool and as
the weapon of the weak. In short, even though
Sarasi does not explicitly voice her opposition
to their love, her very physical condition as a
woman speaks for her!
Of course, illness is also associated with
Chamath’s character, especially in the efforts of
his family to exorcise the gay away. In one telling
scene, Chamath’s brother barks at him, “We have
become the laughing stock in the village because
of your shameless drama! Get up! I know how
to cure your sickness!” But Chamath is able to
retort, “I don’t have a sickness”, and this and other
developments in his story negate the figurative
use of illness to refer to his sexuality and gender.
That negation is an important articulation, given
the association of same-sex sexuality and gender
transgression with illness.
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7. Conclusion
To its credit, Frangipani tries to create a much
broader and complex cinematic frame of living
against the grain of heteronormativity than
might be evident if we only focus on what is
‘most out’ about it—its gay relationship. There
is less likelihood that the kind of queering (of
gender and desire) effected by the ‘straight’ (but
oh-so-queer) female character in this film would
be valued (even recognized) if we only used the
trope of ‘coming out’ to understand what the
film is able to accomplish with its methodology
of queering. What Frangipani does differently
in its genre, I would argue, is that, for much of

the film, it does not treat the ‘straight’ woman
as secondary or a hindrance or an object of pity
and so on. She has an interestingly exploratory
and queer role to herself, and her kind of
queering is inextricable from and feeds into
the film’s overall methodology of critiquing
heteronormativity (much more than one of
the gay male characters, and this, as I pointed
out, is not intended to be ironic but is part
of the deployment of a queer analytic). It is
disappointing that the film eventually loses its
way in knowing how to develop her narrative
arc while foregrounding the dilemmas of the gay
relationship.
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